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Abstract 

Measuring information security is the key to unlocking the knowledge of how secure 
information systems really are. In order to perform these measurements, security metrics can 
be used. Since all systems and organizations are different, there is no single set of metrics 
that is generally applicable. 

In order to help organizations create metrics, this thesis will present a metrics creation 
framework providing a structured way of creating the necessary metrics for any information 
system. The framework takes a high level information security goal as input, and transforms 
it to metrics using decomposition of goals that are then inserted into a template.  

The thesis also presents a set of metrics based on a minimum level of information security 
produced by the Swedish emergency management agency. This set of metrics can be used to 
show compliance with the minimum level or as a base when a more extensive metrics 
program is created. 
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1 Introduction 

“`The major difference between a thing that might go wrong and a thing that cannot possibly go wrong is that 
when a thing that cannot possibly go wrong goes wrong it usually turns out to be impossible to get at or 
repair.” 

From Mostly Harmless by Douglas Adams (1992) 

Today’s modern society is very dependent on computer based information systems. Many 
organizations would simply not be able to function properly without services provided by 
these systems. Although disruptions might decrease the efficiency of an organization, theft 
or unintentional disclosure of entrusted private data could have more serious consequences, 
such as legal actions as well as loss of business due to lack of trust from potential users. This 
dependence on information systems has lead to a need for securing these systems and this in 
turn has created a need for knowing how secure they are.  

The introduction of the information society has changed how people interact with 
government agencies. Government agencies are now encouraged to uphold a 24-hour 
electronic service to the citizens in an attempt to realize e-government in Sweden. The 
introduction of government services on the Internet is meant to facilitate communication 
with agencies, decrease service times and to lessen the amount of papers that needs to be 
processed. The increased connectivity to the Internet results in a rising demand for 
information security in these systems.  

The work presented in this report is the result of a Master’s Thesis project within a research 
project at the Swedish Defense Research Agency (FOI) called Controlled Information 
Security (COINS). The Master’s Thesis was performed at Linköping University at the 
Department of Electrical Engineering. 
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1.1 Motivation 
The current standard for information security management in Sweden is the SS-ISO/IEC 
27000-series. Government agencies should consider these standards for their work with 
information security management (VERVAFS 2007:2). Therefore it is important for the 
agencies to be able to verify the compliance with these standards. 

Since the 27000-series contains a great deal of controls for information systems, a Basic 
Level for Information Security (BITS) has been released by the Swedish Emergency 
Management Agency (SEMA). BITS contains a basic selection of the security controls from 
SS-ISO/IEC 27002, which together with a set of additional demands is considered the 
minimum level of information security that can be accepted at any government agency. 
However, even after implementing this minimum level of security, every agency has to 
perform risk analyses to identify any extra security requirements not presented in BITS.  

The COINS project is funded by the Swedish Emergency Management Agency (SEMA). 
One goal of the project is to develop methods for the assessment of information security. 
This is needed to reduce the risk that something is missed when the information security is 
evaluated at Swedish agencies. When evaluating the security of information systems, the 
concept of security metrics is central. Security metrics are used to measure aspects of 
organizations, businesses, or systems that affect the information security.  

1.2 Problem formulation 
The purpose of the work presented in this thesis is to support the development of security 
metrics for Swedish agencies. Thus, the following questions are addressed. 

How can suitable metrics for each agency be developed? 
Every agency has different threats to their information systems and is handling different 
kinds of information. Since no single complete set of metrics will be relevant to all agencies, 
some kind of structure that can be used at each agency to create the relevant metrics needs 
to be created. 

Is it possible to create a set of metrics that is relevant for all agencies? 
Although all metrics that are relevant to one agency may not be relevant to another, there 
should be some set of metrics that are relevant for all agencies. Such a set would be an 
adequate starting point for more specialized metrics programs. 

What agency-specific metrics should be created? 
For a metrics program to be complete, general metrics constructed for use at every agency 
should be complemented by a set of agency-specific metrics. These metrics should fill the 
gap between the information needed to make decisions about information security and the 
information provided by the general metrics. To ensure that the agency-specific metrics are 
useful to security management they should be created in cooperation with those responsible 
for information security at the agency. Since the COINS project is connected to a specific 
agency it should be possible to create metrics for this agency. 

How can a balance between precision and cost be reached for metrics programs? 
This problem is about information security measurement management decisions. To get a 
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feeling of what kind of decisions this is, imagine this: An information system is used to 
handle information. Keeping this information safe is information security. Regulating how much 
and what kind of security is needed is information security management. Successful information 
security management requires knowledge of how well the current security is working and this 
knowledge is gained through assessment of data provided by information security measurements. 
Regulating how much and what to measure so that adequate data can be provided to 
information security managers is information security measurement management. In an ideal world, 
there are enough resources to measure every aspect of security down to the smallest details. 
In reality however, there are only resources enough to perform the most critical 
measurements. The problem arises when it has to be decided which measurements should be 
performed and which measurements are too costly. Since information security 
measurements are not part of most agencies normal agenda, emphasis should be on 
minimizing the extra workload generated by implementing a metrics program while still 
providing adequate assessments.  

1.3 Limitations 
This thesis will not consider ISO/IEC 27004 – Information Security Management Measures 
since it is not official and probably will not be released until the thesis has been completed. 

Due to the huge number of categories in ISO/IEC 27002, a complete set of metrics will not 
be created. Metrics will only be created for the sub-set presented in BITS as well as some 
metrics that are deemed relevant for the studied agency. 

1.4 Contributions 
In order to address the questions in the problem formulation, the following results, which 
constitute the main contributions of the report, have been produced. 

 

• A framework for metrics creation and aggregation that addresses the creation of 
metrics from high-level goals. The framework consists of:  

o A metrics creation method using a top-down approach starting from high 
level information security goals, such as “The existence of a working 
information security program.” The high-level goals are then decomposed 
into individual metrics.   

o A metrics template that is used to create the necessary metrics identified in 
the metrics creation method. 

• A sample of metrics constituting the minimum security accepted in any agency. 
These minimum level metrics are based on BITS. Where a complete metric can not 
be created due to lack of organization-specific information, a stub metric containing 
all available information is created.  
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• A few agency-specific metrics based on the needs of the studied agency. These 
metrics are based on needs extracted from interviews with security personnel at the 
studied agency. 

• A motivation to the created metrics with a discussion of why they are considered to 
constitute a balance between precision and cost. 

The connection between the contributions is shown in Figure 1. Even though performing 
measurement is not part of the list of contribution s above, it is part of how to use the 
metrics crated with the framework and is therefore relevant to the thesis. 

 

Figure 1 Connection between the contributions 

1.5 Report Layout 
Chapter 2: Provides some background 

Chapter 3: Presents the metrics creation framework consisting of a method for metrics 
creation and a metrics template to document the metrics. 

Chapter 4: Exemplifies the creation of a metrics program using BITS as source and also 
describes the creation of the agency specific metrics. 

Chapter 5: States how to use and report the created metrics and presents a limited 
assessment using the BITS metrics on some agency documents. 

Chapter 6: Conclusions and discussion 

Appendix A: Metrics template 

Appendix B: Created security metrics 

Appendix C: Agency specific metrics 

 

 



 

2 Background 

2.1 What is information security 
Several different definitions of information security can be found, but they all mainly have 
the same basic meaning. 

Examples of definitions in the literature 

ISO 27002 

“Information security is the protection of information from a wide range of threats in order 
to ensure business continuity, minimize business risk, and maximize return on investments 
and business opportunities” (ISO/IEC 2005, chap.0.1) 

BITS 

“Information security: the ability to maintain desired confidentiality, integrity and availability 
level regarding information and/or information facilities” (SEMA 2006, p.6).  

U.S. code 

“Protecting information and information systems from unauthorized access, use, disclosure, 
disruption, modification, or destruction in order to provide – (A) integrity, which means 
guarding against improper information modification or destruction, and includes ensuring 
information nonrepudiation and authenticity; (B) confidentiality, which means preserving 
authorized restrictions on access and disclosure, including means for protecting personal 
privacy and proprietary information; and (C) availability, which means ensuring timely and 
reliable access to and use of information.” (Office of the Law Revision Counsel 2007b) 

2.2 Information systems 
Information systems is a broad concept. Its approximate meaning can be understood from: 
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U.S. code 

“a discrete set of information resources organized for the collection, processing, 
maintenance, use, sharing, dissemination, or disposition of information” (Office of the Law 
Revision Counsel 2007a) 

Encyclopedia Britannica 

“an integrated set of components for collecting, storing, processing, and communicating 
information. Business firms, other organizations, and individuals in contemporary society 
rely on information systems to manage their operations, compete in the marketplace, supply 
services, and augment personal lives. For instance, modern corporations rely on 
computerized information systems to process financial accounts and manage human 
resources; municipal governments rely on information systems to provide basic services to 
its citizens; and individuals use information systems to study, shop, bank, and invest.” 
(Encyclopedia Britannica 2009) 

2.3 Information security standards 

2.3.1 ISO 27000-series 
The ISO 27000-series consists of several documents of which two are interesting for this 
thesis. These are ISO/IEC 27001 and ISO/IEC 27002. 

ISO 27001 contains requirements for all life cycle phases for when an organization wants to 
implement an Information Security Management Systems (ISMS). To establish an ISMS the 
organization should perform a risk analysis and then select and implement security controls 
to mitigate the identified risks. The security controls can be taken from ISO 27002, which 
consists of a large number of predefined security controls, or if these controls are not 
enough, be created to suit the needs of the organization. 

2.3.2 NIST 800- series 
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) have produced a series of 
documents that are meant to facilitate information security management for U.S. agencies. 
Although developed for agencies, the documents can be used by anyone. The 800-series 
consists of a large number of publications dealing with different aspects of information 
security. 

2.3.3 BITS 
BITS is not really an information security standard but rather a set of demands presented in 
the same structure as ISO 27002. 

Any reference to BITS in this thesis refers to (SEMA 2006). There are other parts of what 
the Swedish Emergency Management Agency calls the BITS concept but these parts are not 
used in this thesis. 

The abbreviation BITS refers to the original Swedish version of the document. When a new 
version was published the name was changed but the abbreviation was kept since it was 
widely known. The current title of the document is Basic Level for Information Security. 
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BITS is a document that was published by SEMA in 2006. It contains a set of demands 
stating the minimum level of information security that can be accepted at any agency in 
Sweden. The demands in BITS are presented according to the structure of the security 
categories in ISO 27002. To the demands for most of these security categories are some 
additional explanations and recommendations that are relevant to the category. The demands 
in BITS are partly derived from the recommended security controls from ISO 27001 
appendix A and partly created by SEMA. 

BITS was originally written in Swedish and was then translated to English. Unfortunately 
this translation varies in quality meaning that some demands have been translated strangely 
and some have been lost entirely. Whenever a demand differed between the two language 
versions or a demand was missing in the English version, a retranslation from the Swedish 
version was performed by the authors. 

2.4 Security assessment 
A security assessment is performed in order to gain knowledge about security aspects of 
information systems. The purpose of gaining this knowledge is to improve the security of 
said systems. Perfect security would be an ultimate goal for any information system but this 
is unachievable (Bishop 2003, p.571). In stead, the result from a security assessment will 
provide managers with information about what part of the information system needs the 
most attention. 

2.5 Security metric 
The Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary defines the adjective metric as: “using or 
relating to a system of measurement that uses metres, centimetres, litres etc”. The definition 
of metric refers to some result from a measurement presented using the units in the metric 
system.  

Webster defines the noun metric as “a standard of measurement”.  

When the concept of security metric should be defined  there are those that want metric to 
mean results of measurements based on scientific principles while others think that 
assessments based on subjective judgments also can be included in the definition (ACSA 
2002, p.2).  

When defining “security metric” it is not uncommon to relate to security measurements in 
some way. Vaughn et al (2003) writes that measurements simply tell us some quantitative 
characteristic of a software system and that they are not that useful without interpretation. It 
is only when individual measures are related to some common terms or framework that they 
become metrics. Another view presented by Payne is that “measurements are objective raw 
data and metrics are either objective or subjective human interpretations of those data” 
(Payne 2006, p.1).  

Hallberg et al (2004, p.15) provides the following definition: “A security metric contains 
three main parts: a magnitude, a scale and an interpretation. The security values of systems 
are measured according to a specified magnitude and related to a scale. By this the 
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correspondence to meter of foot when measuring length or distance is achieved. The 
interpretation prescribes the meaning of obtained security values”  

2.6 Security metrics program 
Having a security metrics program in an organization means that the organization has 
developed, are using and are continuously updating a set of security metrics that are specific 
for the organization. The reason for implementing a security metrics program is to help 
managers gain information that they need to make strategic decisions concerning the security 
of the organization’s information systems. 

2.7 Related work 
The following sources have been used as a basis for the thesis. They also include further 
background and details not included in this work. 

2.7.1 NIST SP800-55 
NIST special publication 800-55 is “… a guide for the specific development, selection, and 
implementation of information system-level and program-level measures to indicate the 
implementation, efficiency/effectiveness, and impact of security controls, and other security-
related activities” (Chew et al. 2008, p.1). A measure is defined as “… the results of data 
collection, analysis, and reporting” (Chew et al. 2008, p.9). 

NIST 800-55 defines four different stages of maturity for information security measurement 
programs. The lowest level is when an organization does not have any measurement 
program and needs to develop one. The next stage focuses on developing goals and 
objectives in order to implement effective measurements. Organizations in the third stage 
will be able to use implementation measures to evaluate performance. An implementation 
measure is used to show how the organization is developing its information security 
program. The fourth stage is when an organization’s measurement program has developed 
to a point where measures are used to check that the organizations program-level processes 
and system-level security controls are working and meeting the desired outcome (Chew et al. 
2008, chap.3). 

The measures development process described in NIST 800-55 consists of 7 phases divided 
into two parts. The two parts are “Identification and definition” and “Measures 
development and selection”.  

Identification and definition starts with stakeholder interest identification where those in the 
organization that may have an interest in the measures program are identified. These 
stakeholders should be involved in each step of the security measures program so that the 
created program will be useful. The next phase is goals and objectives definition where 
information system security goals and objectives should be identified and expressed. This 
can be done in high level policies and requirements as well as laws, regulations, guidelines 
and guidance. The third phase information security policies, guidelines, and procedures 
review focuses on finding organizational documentation that contains details of security 
controls or other security functionality that should be implemented. The final step in this 
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phase, information security program implementation review, focuses on finding any source 
of data that can be used as input to measurements. 

Once the first part has been completed the next part, measures development and selection, is 
initiated. The phases 5, 6, and 7 contain development of measures for the different levels of 
maturity described above. Phase 5 deals with process implementation, phase 6 deals with 
effectiveness/efficiency and phase 7 deals with business impact. When measures are to be 
developed they should be documented in a, for the organization, standardized way. For this 
purpose NIST presents a measures template that could be used directly or that could be 
modified to suit the organization. The development of measures is the same for all the 
different maturity levels. The measures should be connected to the organization strategic 
goals. There is no actual method for how to create measures from the information gathered 
in the previous part. But there are descriptions of how to select the relevant measures so that 
too many are not used at the time and also a description of how to establish performance 
targets. 

Our thesis uses al lot of ideas presented in NIST 800-55 but provides a more clearly defined 
method for going from high level security goals to a set of measurements. In addition to this, 
all the measurements that result from using our method are structured in a measurement tree 
that aggregates the results from the lower levels towards the top. In SP800-55 it is possible 
to aggregate control objectives into one measure by asking questions that encompass several 
of these control objectives. There is however no method that facilitates further aggregation 
of information. 

To make it simple: In SP800-55, several control objectives can be encompassed in one 
measure and all the measures are reported as separate entities. In our method several control 
objectives can be encompassed in one measurement node and then the result from these 
measurements can be aggregated in higher level nodes. Reporting is done at the level of the 
tree that corresponds to the desired granularity of information. 

2.7.2 The SM framework 
The security measurement framework was presented by Wang & Wulf (1997) and is an 
attempt to overcome some of the problems related to measuring information security. In 
their paper they present a suggestion to how high-level security attributes can be connected 
to low-level, more measurable components. Their methodology uses decomposition of the 
high-level security goals so that they can be represented by basic components of the system 
and their interactions. Once a system has been decomposed the authors suggests having 
functional relationships between the decomposed parts. These relationships are used to 
calculate how the security of a compound part is affected by the security of the decomposed 
parts. The authors’ idea is that the decomposed parts will be given some characterizing 
values that express the security of the component. This value can be used to calculate an 
aggregated security value for compound parts through rules given by the type of relation that 
exists between the decomposed parts. 

For this thesis we adopted the concept of decomposition of high-level security goals to low-
level more measurable components. 
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2.7.3 How to measure anything 
The book How to measure anything by Hubbard (2007) states that it is possible to, as the 
title claims, measure anything. Even though the book is about measuring intangibles in 
business, several of the methods and ideas can be applied to most types of measurements. 

Early in the book the author defines what is meant by measurement as: “A set of 
observations that reduce uncertainty where the result is expressed as a quantity” (Hubbard 
2007, p.21). This means that to measure something is not to find an exact value but to 
perform actions that reduce the number of possible values. This definition is central 
throughout the book. 

Hubbard states that before measuring the following five questions should be asked: 

 What is the decision this is supposed to support? 

 What really is the thing being measured? 

 Why does this thing matter to the decision being taken? 

 What do you know about it now? 

 What is the value of measuring it further? 

Hubbard claims that answering these questions often completely changes not just how 
organizations should measure something but what they should measure (Hubbard 2007, 
p.43). These questions lead to the concept that one should “measure just enough” (Hubbard 
2007, p.117). Since most of the measurements presented are for supporting economic 
decisions the example given is that the amount of measurement that should be performed is 
very different if the information from the result was worth a few thousand dollars compared 
to if it is worth several million dollars.  

Also Hubbard agrees that decomposition is a good method for reducing uncertainty 
(Hubbard 2007, p.109). Decomposition is according to the author often enough to reduce 
the uncertainty of a problem so that many of the contributing factors do not have to be 
measured further at all (Hubbard 2007, p.113). 

2.7.4 The complete guide to security and privacy metrics 
In the book: the complete guide to security and privacy metrics by Herrmann (2007) there is 
over 900 metrics that can be used. All of them are not supposed to be used at once and in 
order to select those that are relevant there are tables that guide the reader to the correct 
metrics. The book is said to cover all four security engineering domains: physical security, 
personnel security, IT security and operational security (Herrmann 2007, p.10). The author 
does not present a method for how metrics that are not found in the book should be created 
so the main use when creating a metrics program would be to get ideas and possibly use 
some of the presented metrics. 



 

2.7.5 Metrics center  
Metrics center (PlexLogic n.d.) is according to their website “… an open, electronic forum 
dedicated to enhancing the effective and efficient use of metrics to measure, analyze, and 
improve corporate governance, risk management, and compliance”. On the website is a 
metrics catalogue that contains metrics based on several sources of which the one interesting 
for this thesis is that based on ISO 27002. None of the metrics from Metrics center were 
used in this thesis, but we believe that it would be a good source of ideas for expanding the 
constructed metrics program. 
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3 Framework for metrics creation 

This chapter will present the framework for metrics creation that was constructed as a part 
of the thesis. How this chapter connects to the other contributions in this thesis is shown in 
Figure 2. The framework provides a structured approach to specifying the necessary 
measurements for evaluating the security of an information system. The purpose for doing 
these measurements is to provide security managers with information that will help them 
decide if adequate protection is present as well as where resources should be focused. The 
approach includes finding what needs to be measured, provide a standardized way of 
documenting those measurements and a way of summarizing the results.  

 

Figure 2 Relation of chapter 3 to the thesis 

As was stated above, one part of using the framework is to find out what to measure. It is 
important to only measure issues of relevance; otherwise performing the measurement is a 
waste of resources. Using the framework should avoid similar situations to those described 

e outcome of the measurement will not help 
security managers make decisions. 

by Hubbard (2007, chap.4) where reports are generated but never read since the information 
they provide can not change any decisions. Translated to the framework this means that no 
measurements should be performed where th

The intended users of the framework are government agencies in Sweden but it can be used 
by any organization with little extra effort. 
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3.1 Overview of the framework 
The metrics creation and aggregation framework consists of two parts, a method and a 
template. Although the two parts are meant to be used together, they are not tied to each 
other in such a way that changing one part while keeping the other is impossible.  

The method contains several steps of which the most important are the decomposition of 
goals and the generation of questions to check if the created goals are fulfilled. The 
decomposition part of the method takes one high level information security goal as input 

e fields of the template are filled out. 

the 
existing child nodes, then a new node needs to be created. This node would then only 

been in the aggregation node, and the aggregation 
his new measurement node meets its target. The 

and produces sets of more and more specific goals. These sets will, due to the nature of 
decomposition, form a tree structure starting with the first goal as the root and then for each 
level of refinement the goals will be more clearly defined and less general. After these goals 
have been formulated a set of questions to each goal is constructed where the answer to the 
questions will show weather the goal is fulfilled or not. 

The template is really two templates that are very similar, one for the internal nodes of the 
tree and one for the leaf nodes. When the first step of the method, the decomposition step, 
is completed and a tree of goals has been created, the goals are inserted into one of the 
templates depending on what type of node the goal corresponds to. After a goal has been 
inserted the rest of th

The resulting tree of nodes, from the framework, measures and aggregates information 
about the security of an information system. This tree consists of the two types of nodes 
from the template, the leaf nodes called measurement nodes and the internal nodes called 
aggregation nodes.  

The first type, the measurement node, is meant to perform a measurement that will show 
that the goal within the node is fulfilled. The goal contained within a measurement node 
should therefore be of a kind that can be shown to be fulfilled with a set of simple 
measurements. The goal of a measurement node should also be concrete and easy to know 
when it is fulfilled. 

The second type, the aggregation node, is as the name expresses meant to aggregate 
information. Aggregation nodes contain two types of questions, those that check if the 
children of the node fulfilled their measurements and those that perform measurements 
similar to the ones in measurement nodes. The condition for both these types of questions is 
that they should always be answerable by “Yes” or “No”. The reason for having 
measurements in aggregation nodes is to lessen the amount of nodes that needs to be 
created. If measurements were not allowed in aggregation nodes they would have to be 
moved to a child node and if the questions are of a type that can not be fitted into one of 

contain the questions that would have 
node will have an added question if t
questions are the same, but the amount of nodes that is created has increased. It is to avoid 
creating extra nodes that some measurement questions are allowed in aggregation nodes. 
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3.2 Metrics creation method 
The starting point for the metrics creation method is a goal. The goal should be an 

ganization and can be described in a “fuzzy” way if 
ot loose any personal data” or “Comply with 

curr

The method h
security goal an

3.2.1 Algorithm for the method 
1. Decom

i. at a set of simple 

als should cover the goal they were made from. A record of 
hould be kept. 

2. ement or aggregation node using the 

4. 

 the goal tree 

ion process 
The first step of the method is the Decompositi
the 
the fina
refinem
so that 
are desc

information security goal for the or
necessary. A goal could for example be “Do n

ent information security standards”.  

as the following steps. Input is as stated above a high level information 
d this is thus the current goal when the method starts. 

pose goals to create a goal tree 

Check if the current goal is specific enough so th
measurements can show that it is fulfilled, if that is the case then stop the 
decomposition, otherwise go to (ii). 

ii. Decompose the goal into sub goals that are more specific than the original 
goal, these sub go
the parent/child relation between goals s

iii. Do step (i) for each of the sub goals from step (ii). 

For each goal instantiate a measur
corresponding template. 

3. Fill in the fields Magnitude and scale and Formula. 

Generate measurement questions for measurement nodes and aggregation nodes. 
Nodes should be processed bottom up. 

5. Do some final adjustments to

6. Fill out the remaining fields in the template. The fields that are left are: ID, Name, 
Target, Validity, Frequency Evidence from external sources, External sources, Evidence from lower 
level nodes (only for aggregation nodes) , Responsible parties, Reporting format, Aggregation 
nodes, Sub nodes (only for aggregation nodes), Latest revision, Update history, Motivation 

3.2.2 Decomposit
on process. This process is very central in 

framework and will create the base for all the measurement- and aggregation nodes that 
l metrics program will consist of. The process can be described as using recursive 
ent of goals until the set of goals that was just created is considered specific enough 
further decomposition is unnecessary. The three steps of the decomposition process 
ribed below. 

1. The current goal is evaluated to see if the goal should be further decomposed. This 
evaluation should be performed in cooperation with those responsible for the 
information system, business process, or organization the metrics program is created 
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for. If the goal that is currently evaluated is found to be specific enough, the process 
stops, otherwise it continues to the next step. 

2. The goal is decomposed into one or several sub goals. These sub goals should be less 
ambiguous and more specific than the original goal and should also completely cover 
the issues addressed by the original goal. The process of decomposing higher level 

ls, the 
less ambiguous and open to interpretation the resulting measurements will become.  The 

t is those responsible for security and the 

n node is 

asurement are bottom up, i.e. 
start with some measurement nodes and work upwards in the tree. The reason for this 

nodes have to be processed before the aggregation nodes. It only means 
that all child nodes should be processed before their parents. 

regation nodes consists of two parts, generation of 
aggregation questions and generation of measurement questions. Aggregation questions are 
generated by a very straight forward process where one question for each sub node is 

goals into more specific goals is one of the most important steps of the method and 
adequate resources should be allocated for it. 

3. The last step of the decomposition process is a recursive call to the first step for all 
the newly created goals from the previous step. 

The more time that is spent on making good and well defined decomposition of goa

idea is that when the metrics program is created, i
management of security that should debate over interpretations and then define the goals in 
such a way that there is little to no room for interpretation when the measurements are 
performed. Thus those that are actually going to do the measurements in the metrics 
program should not have to ponder over the interpretation of a measurement result.  

3.2.3 Insert goals into the correct template 
Once the goal tree has been constructed each goal is inserted into a node constructed from 
the appropriate template. For each leaf in the goal tree a measurement node is created from 
the measurement node template, and for each inner goal in the tree an aggregatio
created from the aggregation node template.  

3.2.4 Fill in the fields Magnitude and scale and Formula 
Once all the goals have been inserted into a template, the field Magnitude and scale should be 
filled out and when this is done so should the field Formula. For more information about 
how these fields should be used see the description in the template in appendix A 

3.2.5 Generate measurement questions 
The recommended order for generating the questions for me

recommendation is that it is easier to know what additional questions are needed in higher 
level nodes once the questions for the lower level ones have been generated. Using a bottom 
up approach for the generation of questions in the nodes does not however require that all 
the measurement 

The questions for the measurement nodes can be of any form and are meant to collect the 
information needed to show that the goal in the node is fulfilled. This is done by finding 
what type of information is needed and then generating questions where the answers provide 
this information. 

The generation of questions in agg
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created. These questions will ask if the sub nodes met their target values or not. The 
measurements questions for the aggregation nodes are always of the type that is answered by 
yes/no. The two types of questions will together provide the information needed to show 

that the biggest 
restructuring of the metrics tree will be done. Adjustments should always be performed 

 made then they should 
by all means be performed after the decomposition step. The reason for using the 

rely suggestions. 

tions have been generated, there might be some measurement nodes that contain 
a lot of questions. This is not against the use of the framework but can be cumbersome for 

w and/or very simple questions. One reason for this might be that the goals were 
decomposed more than was necessary. There is nothing wrong with this but again it might 

For the case where the same measurement is performed in more than one node there are a 
w recommendations. If a few but not all the questions asked in two different nodes are 

identical, then the nodes should be kept but a reference to the questions in the other node 
dentical, then one of them could be removed and both 

that the goal of the node is fulfilled.  

A more thorough description of question generation is given later in the report in the section 
about the metrics template. 

3.2.6 Final adjustments to the metrics tree  
All adjustments do not have to, and indeed should not, be performed only at this stage in the 
creation process. The step is presented here since this is where it is likely 

when the user of the framework finds it suitable to do so. For example, if it is obvious after 
the decomposition step that some changes in the tree will have to be

framework is to produce usable measurements, not to follow the algorithm. 

Below is a list of some issues that might arise with a possible solution to the problem. The 
list is in no way exhaustive and the solutions are me

If decomposition of a goal results in the goal only having one child, then there is a high 
chance that the parent can be replaced by the child. This is due to the fact that if 
decomposition has been performed correctly, the child will be better defined and still cover 
the parent in which case the parent is unnecessary. 

When ques

the user of the measurement node. In order to reduce the number of questions, the node 
can be run through decomposition again to produce a set of sub nodes. The questions from 
the old node can then be distributed to these nodes and if needed complemented with new 
questions. 

Another case that may arise after questions have been generated is that some nodes contain 
very fe

be cumbersome for the user if there are a lot of nodes. A solution to this is to either 
combine several child nodes into one node, rewriting the goal so that it covers all of the 
combining goals, or if possible move all the questions from the sub nodes to the parent 
node. 

fe

can be made. If two nodes are i
parents could link to this node. 
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3.2.7 Completing the nodes 
Once the questions for measurement have been generated, all that is left to do is to fill in the 
rest of the fields of the template. This can be done in any order but some fields are 
recommended to be filled out before the others. These fields are: Target and Motivation. The 
reason these are recommended to do before the others is that filling these out might reveal 
undiscovered problems with the node. The most evident example for this is if a node 
motivation can not be defined, which would imply that the node is unnecessary. Further 
explanation of the fields can be found in the description of the template. 

3.3 Metrics template 
The idea for the design of the template is that the resulting nodes should be independent 
units of measurement. What this means is that once the template has been used to create a 
node, it should be possible to give the node to someone that is familiar with the framework 
and they should be able to perform the measurements required without further instructions. 
This property comes from the fact that all the information needed to measure and report 
should be stated within the node.  

The template created is an extension of the measures template presented by NIST in SP800-55 
(Chew et al. 2008). The original template has been extended with several new fields and 
some of the original fields have been renamed and/or have a new purpose. From the 
original template the field Type was removed. The field Implementation evidence was changed to 
Evidence from external data sources and the field Data sources was changed to External data sources. 
The fields Name, Validity, Evidence from lower level nodes, Aggregation nodes, Sub nodes, Latest 
revision, Update history and Motivation were added.  The extended template is meant to be self 
explaining meaning that the description of each field in the template should be sufficient for 
filling out the field with the required information. 

To facilitate descriptions in this section the following assumptions apply: 

• The template consists of the template for measurement nodes and the template for 
aggregation nodes. Writing “the template” is a reference to one of the two node 
templates without specifying which one. This reference is given when an argument 
applies to both parts and no distinction has to be made. 

• Within the framework, the template is used to create a node in the measurement and 
aggregation tree. This node will either be a measurement node or an aggregation 
node. When describing the use of the framework, “node” refers to either of the two 
node types.  

3.3.1 Using the template 
This section will give a more thorough description of what should be in some of the fields in 
the template. For a description of what should be in every field, see the metrics template in 
appendix A.  



 

Magnitude and scale 

A node is created by inserting a goal from the decomposition step. After the goal has been 
inserted the next step is to fill out the field Magnitude and scale. Depending on the goal, this 

cult to do. The statement in this field defines what should be 

as a condition for later questions or 

or example the question “Have sufficient resources been made 

assessment. This particular measurement should be expanded to a 
te questions can guide the measurer to the correct 

 

may be more or less diffi
measured to fulfill the goal and it is thus important that it is a good definition. The author 
does not have a method for creating this definition, but a rule of thumb would be that if the 
goal seems too vast for defining what should be measured, then perhaps the goal has not 
been decomposed enough.  

Generation of questions 

Generation of questions is an important step in the method and should be explained further. 
As was mentioned in the description of the method a measurement node can contain 
questions of any form. For these nodes it is important not to have questions that rely on 
several measurements, since these will likely be very complex. Instead a series of simpler 
questions should be created that can be either used 
contribute to the computation of the end-result. Example: Instead of asking “How many 
percent of the employees have taken the latest security course?” the question can be split this 
into “Number of employees?”, “Date the newest security course started to be given?” and 
“Employees that have taken the course after that date?”. The reason for this is that the 
intermediate information will most likely be needed anyway and if it is written down into the 
metric it provides more traceability of the used input. 

For aggregation nodes the questions asked should always be of the type that is answered by 
“yes” or “no” so the need for creating intermediate questions should be low. On the other 
hand, the questions should not require the one performing the measurements to judge if yes 
or no is the correct answer. F
available for security investments?” is a question that can be answered by yes or no, but it 
requires the person performing the measurement to be the judge of if this is true or not, that 
is, to perform an 
measurement node where intermedia
answer. The example above is one of the questions that were expanded in the BITS metrics 
created in the next chapter.  

The aggregation questions in the aggregation nodes should always ask if a sub node meets its 
target value or not. 

Deciding target values 

The two target values have different functions for a node. As explained in the template, the 
final value is connected to the goal for the organization, fulfilling the final value is to fulfill 
the goal. The current value functions like a check point: when a node reaches its current 
value it means that the node passed the measurement this time. When a node reaches the 
current value, this value should be improved towards the final value. The reason for having 
both these values and not just one is to conform to the idea that all necessary information 
should be contained in the nodes. To clarify what this means for these values: If only one 
value was to be used then it would be either a fixed one like the final value or one that would 
be improved when it is reached like the current value. Either way it is very likely that 
whatever value is used and documented in the node, the other value would exist somewhere
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else. If a final value is used, then most nodes will fail to reach the target, and this might go 
on for some time. During this time managers will have to use temporary values to track 
progress, which in all aspects is the same as a current value. If instead the current value is 
used then managers would have to decide each time a node reaches its target if the target 
should be improved or if it is good enough. An alternative to doing the evaluation every time 
is to set a value that should be reached eventually. This is the same as having the final value. 

When an organization has refined all the current values of all the nodes to a point where 
they are the same as the final values, managers should consider creating a new, more 
extensive metrics program. 
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4 Using the framework 

This chapter will present the creation of the metrics program found in appendix B. How this 
chapter connects to the other contributions in this thesis is shown in Figure 3. The metrics 
program was created using the metrics creation method from the previous chapter. When 
the metrics was constructed it was assumed that the question that should be answered by the 
metrics was: does the agency have adequate information security implemented? A goal 
formulated from this question, serving as input to the method, could be: “The agency should 
have an adequate level of information security”.  

 

Figure 3 Relation of chapter 4 to the thesis 

Following the method, this goal should then be decomposed in cooperation with those 
responsible for security at the agency. However, this was not done since it was not possible, 
partly because it would use up too much time for the security managers at the agency but 
also because it was predicted to be much to time consuming for the thesis. 

The alternatives to creating the metrics in cooperation with the security managers is to either 
start from scratch or base the metrics on a previously published work. Since developing the 
metrics in cooperation with security managers were considered too time consuming, creating 
the metrics from scratch was also considered too time consuming. The alternative, basing 
the metrics on a previously published work, was considered the logical choice. Once this had 
been established, a suitable base for the metrics program had to be found. 

Information security standards are an adequate starting point for a metrics program. This is 
motivated by the large efforts invested in the formulation of the standards and their need to 
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be general enough to suit various different organizations. Basing the metrics on a standard 
will provide a starting structure and a lot of security controls to form metrics from. The 
following section will describe some sources for the base of the metrics program that was 
considered. 

4.1 Selecting the source material for metrics creation 
The following sources were considered as input when the metrics program was created. 

ISO/IEC 27002  

ISO/IEC 27002 is the current standard for information security in Sweden and this fact 
alone makes it the primary choice to base a metrics program on. Initially the ambition was to 
create a metrics program measuring compliance with ISO/IEC 27002. Measuring 
compliance with the whole standard would however be too extensive to handle within the 
scope of the thesis. Therefore a suitable selection of the controls was sought. 

ISO/IEC 27001 appendix A 

Appendix A of ISO/IEC 27001 consists of a selection of controls from ISO 27002 that are 
recommended when an organization wants to establish an information security management 
system. Using this as a base for the metrics program solves the problem of the metrics 
program becoming too extensive. Creation of a metrics program based on appendix A of 
ISO/IEC 27001 was initiated but it was discovered that in order to use the method 
presented in chapter 3, a large part of the standard had to be quoted into the metrics. Since 
the thesis will become a public document when it is printed this option was abandoned due 
to potential copyright issues. 

BITS  

The option that was chosen as the basis for the metrics program was BITS.  There are 
several reasons for this choice. BITS is developed by a Swedish agency, defining the 
minimum level of security that can be accepted at any agency. It is closely connected to the 
ISO/IEC 27000 standard, using the structure from ISO/IEC 27002 and covering most of 
the suggested controls from ISO/IEC 27001 appendix A. In addition to the demands 
corresponding to these controls, BITS also includes some additional demands determined by 
SEMA as relevant for Swedish agencies. One drawback with BITS is that the demands, even 
though they are more specific, are sometimes described so shortly that they are very hard to 
interpret. 

4.2 Decomposition of BITS 
Once the source for the metrics program had been selected, the metrics creation method 
could be initialized. Here the first problem of using BITS was encountered. Since BITS is a 
set of demands for information systems and not a single information security goal, 
something had to be done in order to fit BITS into the creation method. The solution was to 
see BITS as something that was to be fulfilled and set the high level security goal to “Show 
compliance with BITS”.  This has the effect that the created metrics program consists of 
compliance metrics. Using compliance metrics can be related to the implementation 
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measures that is described as being the first step in a measures program in NIST SP800-55 
(Chew et al. 2008, p.13) 

After this goal had been set normally the next step would be to decompose the goal into sub 
goals. BITS is however in a way pre-decomposed since the demands are presented in the 
same structure that is used in ISO 27002.  

To be able to still use BITS within the scope of the method it was assumed that someone 
had already performed the decomposition process to some extent. The sub chapters in 
BITS, corresponding to the security categories in ISO 27002, all have a defined objective and 
this objective was viewed as a sub goal that had been the result of the previously performed 
decomposition. The demands for each subchapter were interpreted as the things that should 
be tested for in order to show that the sub-goal was fulfilled. 

Since the assumption was that decomposition had already been performed, the process of 
creating the security metrics program was in reality started on step two in the method. The 
interpretation that BITS is pre-decomposed has a rather big drawback for the thesis namely 
that the decomposition process, the process predicted to be the most difficult and time 
consuming, was not performed and therefore not really tested. The implications of this fact 
is somewhat lessened by the small scale test of the method that was performed on an 
information security goal extracted from interviews with security personnel from the studied 
agency (see chapter 4.9). 

 

4.3 Creating the nodes 
Step two of the metrics creation method is to create the nodes in the measurement tree. 
Using the structure in BITS as a base for creating nodes resulted in the creation of 49 initial 
nodes. These nodes consist of one top node, 11 nodes in the layer below the top and 37 
nodes as child nodes to those 11 nodes. Each node was inserted into the aggregation node 
template since it was not known at this stage if additional sub nodes would be needed, and 
converting an aggregation node to a measurement node requires only the removal of two 
fields. Figure 4 shows the initial structure for the BITS metrics. The numbers in the nodes 
are taken from the chapter structure of ISO 27002 that is also used by BITS. 
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Figure 4 Initial nodes for the BITS metrics 

This initial set of nodes was used as containers for the questions generated by the demands 
in BITS. Since the questions were generated from the demands the number of questions that 
would be in each node was known, but despite this fact more nodes were not created to 
compensate for the nodes that would contain too many questions. Since the created metrics 
are compliance metrics, the fields Magnitude and scale and Formula were defined as percent of 
demands fulfilled, for all nodes at this stage. 

4.4 Generating the questions  
This step is where most of the time was spent for the creation of the metrics program. To 
create the questions from the demands in BITS the first action was to do a straight 
conversion of the demands. Since most demands in BITS are of a form that requires some 
document or procedure to exist or some action to have been performed, the decision was to 
first convert all demands into yes/no questions. 

When the original set of questions had been created they were reviewed and the following 
actions were taken to improve them: 

Correlation to the original demands 

All questions were written from the English version of BITS and since this version has some 
translation errors and are in some cases missing a demand, the questions were checked 
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against the Swedish version. Some questions were rewritten so that all of them had the form 
where answering yes to the question would be the same as fulfilling the demand. Also any 
demands from the Swedish version that could not be found in the English was translated, 
made into question form and inserted into the node corresponding to where the demand 
was found. 

Checking clarity of the questions 

To make sure that all questions were clear enough to be answered without having to 
speculate, all of them were reviewed again. Those that were unclear were interpreted using 
the explaining material for each category in BITS, the context in which the original demand 
was posed, and when possible the demand’s connection to ISO 27002. During this process 
several questions were split into multiple questions, some questions were found to be 
overlapping with other questions and were united and some questions were found to be 
duplicate of previously asked ones and were removed. 

Expanding questions 

Many of the created questions are possible to answer with yes or no, but the answer does not 
always provide much granularity. The yes/no type of questions are fine for asking about 
single events or the existence of a single document but when asking, for example, “Is there 
operational documentation for all the organizations information systems?” the precision of 
the answer is lost if the answer is “no”. Having operational documentation for 9 out of 10 
systems gives the same answer as having operational documentation for none of the systems. 
To solve this problem the question can be expanded to a separate measurement node in 
which it is possible to measure how many percent of the systems that have operational 
documentation. There are a lot of questions that could be expanded for this reason but only 
a few actually were. The main reason for not expanding more questions into separate 
measurement nodes was that there was not enough time for it. Another reason to not 
expand the questions was that since the metrics program has never been tested it is not 
possible to predict what questions needs to be expanded and what questions can be left in 
the current state. Take the example above again: if the metrics program is used at an agency 
that only has one information system there is no additional information to be gained by 
expanding the question. Even if the studied agency has several information systems, it does 
not necessarily mean that the question should be expanded. Before any question is expanded 
an evaluation should be performed of what additional information would be gained. Perhaps 
it is not important how many percent of the information systems that has operational 
documentation, the only thing that is interesting might be if all the systems have it or not. 
Finding out if something is worth measuring further is discussed in Hubbard (2007, p.43) 

An example of a question that was expanded from the original yes/no form is the metric 
with ID 56 in appendix B. This metric was originally about if all equipment that required 
UPS had been supplied with one.  

4.5 Adjusting the node structure 
After all the questions were generated, the nodes were reviewed once again to see how many 
questions each node contained. This review showed that some nodes were containing too 
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many questions. The solution to this was to take some questions that were similar and move 
them to sub nodes. 

A special case was for the nodes for the chapters 13.1 and 13.2 which had their question 
moved to the parent node and were then removed. 

The resulting final structure can be seen in Figure 5. The numbers in the nodes are the 
chapter in ISO 27002 and also BITS that the node measures compliance to. When the 
number of demands in a chapter was too great for them to fit into one node, several nodes 
were used. The nodes with no numbers are pure aggregation nodes. Note that the node 
corresponding to 10.9 in 27002 has been removed. 
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Figure 5 Final node structure for the BITS metrics 

4.6 Filling out the rest of the fields 
The last step in the metrics creation method is to fill in the template fields that are still 
empty. Since the generation of the questions used up so much time, these fields were given 
mostly standardized definitions.  
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4.7 What was left to be filled out at the agency  
There are some fields or part of fields that were left to be filled out by the agency. The fields 
that were left to be filled out with a motivation to why is listed below. 

Target 

The final target for all metrics in the program was set to 100%. This was done since BITS is 
a minimum level of security and thus only complete compliance can be the final target. The 
current target was left to be filled out at the agency that uses the metrics program. Most 
likely this value will also be set to 100% but the option of choosing another value is left to 
the security manager at the agency. 

External data sources 

This field was left empty since the source of information for most metrics will be different 
for every agency.  

Responsible parties 

This field was left empty, since it is very specific to the agency that uses the metrics. 

Motivation 

The reason this field was left blank is that after starting to motivate some nodes in the 
metrics program, it was discovered that the motivation to performing the measurements 
were to show compliance with BITS. This motivation applies to all of the nodes in the 
metrics program and writing more elaborate motivations mostly means writing intricate 
reformulations of this fact. The field can be filled out at the using agency stating the agency’s 
motivation to showing compliance with BITS or the field could be left blank. 

4.8 Unresolved issues 
Unfortunately there are a few demands in BITS that are so vague that they could not be 
interpreted either by the explaining text or by trying to connect them to the standard. 
Attempts have been made to contact SEMA and ask for a clarification of these demands but 
these attempts have been unsuccessful. The authors suspect that this is due to the huge 
restructuring that is taking place at SEMA at the moment. The questions corresponding to 
the demands that were too unclear have been removed from the BITS metrics. Since the 
removed questions were part of the minimum security level, the resulting metrics will not 
completely measure compliance, but since the removed questions could not be interpreted 
this is a small loss. Contacting SEMA to clarify what the demands mean will have to be left 
for future work. 

4.9 Creation of additional metrics 
In addition to the BITS metrics, a small set of metrics was created from an identified need 
within the organization. In order to find this need, a series of interviews with security 
personnel were studied, from which it was concluded that not all parts of the agency have a 
positive attitude towards information security. In order to use the method developed in this 
thesis, a goal was formulated as: “Have positive attitude towards information security”. This 
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goal was chosen since the area is not covered by BITS and it is not as well defined as a more 
technical goal and thus it should be a better test of the metrics creation method. The created 
metrics can be found in Appendix C. 

Using the method the following was performed. 

4.9.1 Decomposition 
Initially the goal was decomposed by pure brainstorming in which two sub-goals were 
formulated; “See the benefits of information security” and “Strive to uphold information 
security”. Decomposing these two goals resulted in a few goals which were simple enough to 
be used as a base for measurement nodes.  

At this point, the decomposition using brainstorming was stopped and the focus was shifted 
to the formulation of metrics relevant to the studied agency. Since the created metrics should 
be connected to the need of the agency, the interviews with security personnel were studied 
again in order to find areas of interest. The study of the interviews resulted in keeping a few 
of the goals that were formulated from brainstorming, with some minor modifications, while 
the rest were discarded.  

In total, decomposition of the two goals at the second level resulted in five sub-goals. These 
sub goals were used as the foundation for creating metrics. Under the goal “see benefits of 
information security”, two sub-goals were found relevant: “Have knowledge about the 
background to the current information security” and “Be open to suggestions about 
improvements of information security”.  Under the goal “strive to uphold information 
security”, three sub-goals were found: “Bring up information security on meetings”, “Stay up 
to date on developments in information security that may affect the organization” and 
“Have communication channels for information security that reach all employees”. 

A discussion about some issues that were found while decomposing is presented in the 
conclusions chapter. 

4.9.2 Creating nodes 
In total eight nodes were created. One top node, two sub-nodes to the top node and five 
metrics nodes connected to these two nodes. The structure of the organization specific 
metrics is shown in Figure 6. The numbers represent the id given to each node. The agency 
specific metrics can be found in appendix C. 

 

Figure 6 Structure for the agency specific metrics 
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2 3
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4.9.3 Filling out the template 
The template was filled out in the order given by the method formula. First magnitude and scale 
was considered. This was not as straight forward as expected since it is possible to ask if 
enough employees have a desired attitude or if not too many have an undesired attitude. 
Once magnitude and scale had been defined it was a straight forward process to define the 
formula. 

Once the formula was defined it was not too difficult to define a set of questions that would 
provide the necessary information. The questions could possibly be formulated differently 
but no alternate formulations were considered once a working set of questions had been 
found.  
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5 Practical use of the metrics 

This chapter describes how the metrics created by the method described in chapter 3 should 
be used and how results should be reported. The chapter also contains examples of using 
some of the metrics created from BITS. How this chapter connects to the other 
contributions in this thesis is shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 Relation of chapter 5 to the thesis 

5.1 Intended use of the metrics 

5.1.1 Performing measurements 
Performing measurements is done by answering the questions in the nodes. The one 
responsible for performing the measurements is the information collector listed in the field 
responsible parties. The information needed to answer measurement questions should be 

lid result and if the result meets the target. 

gathered from the sources listed in the field external data sources. In order to do this the person 
measuring will likely have to contact the information owner listed in the field responsible parties.  
Information of what to answer to aggregation questions is found by checking if the 
corresponding sub node has a va

The framework was designed to create measurements that are easy to use so if the 
measurements in a node are too difficult then the node should probably be reviewed.  
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5.1.2 Reporting the results 
When measurements have been performed, the results need to be reported. To do this there 
is a recommended reporting strategy but like most things in the framework it is completely 
viable to change this strategy depending on the needs of the organization. 

The recommended reporting strategy is to report the highest level non-failing metric. This 

ne of the measurement nodes has failed 
to meet its target value. If all nodes were reported that would mean that 58 pie charts would 

y filled. Hiding in this mass of 
 not completely filled. The amount of information 

5.2 Actually using the metrics 

very clear structure of the documents that should exist and demands on the 

nt it was assumed that all documents 

1 in BITS but almost none of those 
in chapter 6.1 or 6.2. At this point the assessment was ceased since it was obvious to those 
performing it that the result would be unsatisfactory. 

Even though there was no result, some important conclusions can be drawn from the 
attempt. These are described in the conclusions chapter 

means that a node that has sub nodes only report results from these sub nodes if one of 
them has not met the target value. In other words: if all sub nodes are fine there is no need 
to state this fact for each node. Reporting should be done to the information customer listed in 
the field responsible parties. Reporting should be done according to the description in the field 
reporting format. 

The reason for only reporting nodes that have failed to meet the target value is because this 
is what is really interesting for managers to know. As an example, consider the created BITS 
metrics. Imagine that just one of the questions in o

be presented out of which most of them would be completel
graphics would be 3-5 pie charts that are
provided about problems in the measured system is roughly the same when showing all 
nodes compared to just showing the failing nodes. 

In order to test the BITS metrics, a limited assessment was performed by using security 
policy and other documents about information security from the studied agency. The 
assessment was performed using the nodes corresponding to chapters 5.1, 6.1 and 6.2 in 
BITS. 

The assessment itself did unfortunately not give any useful results, since it was not possible 
to answer enough questions to draw a conclusion. The assessment did however give valuable 
insight to some of the problems the measurer will have to deal with when the metrics are 
used. One of these identified problems is the difference in content found in documents. 
BITS has a 
contents of those documents. The studied agency however has a document structure that is 
similar to the one assumed in BITS, but the information is distributed differently than 
assumed over these documents. This difference lead to that some questions about document 
content were answered with “no” even thought the information existed in another 
document.  

For the sake of being able to perform the assessme
from the studied agency could be used to answer any question in the metrics as long as they 
applied to the question. Using this assumption made it possible to answer most of the 
questions corresponding to the demands from chapter 5.
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6 Conclusions 

 

6.1 Discussion 

6.1.1 Suitability of the created framework for metrics creation 

Design choices 

When metrics are created using the framework it is done in a top down fashion. The 
alternative to this would be to use a bottom up method. Both of these have advantages and 
drawbacks and we will try to motivate why the top down method was found to be better. A 
comparison of the two is mentioned by Payne (2006) stating that top-down methods will 
more readily identify the metrics that should be in place while bottom-up yields the most 
easily obtainable metrics. Since one of the objectives with the metrics created from the 
framework was to only perform measurements with useful results, the top-down method is 
the logical choice. A potential problem with using the top-down method is that if the effort 
to create metrics is aborted half way through the process, then for a top-down method the 
current result is just a bunch of half decomposed security objectives.  So if the process is 
aborted half way there is no useful result to draw conclusions from. For bottom-up on the 
other hand, things that can be measured are identified and metrics are derived from these 
measurements. If this process is aborted half way then there are still measurements that can 
be used to gain some knowledge about specific parts of the system. The usefulness of these 
measurements might be low but they are still more useful than intermediate goals. This is 
however only an issue if the metrics program is aborted half way through the creation 
process in which case it is arguable if any results from the aborted creation process are 
desired. 

For the generation of questions in the actual nodes we selected the bottom-up method 
because the information needed in each node is dependent on the nodes below it. For the 
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question generation the bottom-up method is superior since it provides complete 
information throughout the process.   

In the framework we use an extended version of the measures template presented by NIST 
in SP800-55 (Chew et al. 2008, p.32). The reason for using this template is that it was found 
to contain many of the attributes that we wanted for our metrics. 

Usefulness of the framework 

The created framework is meant to be the structure for creating relevant metrics at each 
agency that was called for in the problem formulation. We believe that the created 
framework have the potential to produce the metrics that are needed at each agency. Since 
the framework has not undergone a full scale test we can not say that it will work, but the 
components of which the framework consists have been discussed and tested in other 
publications. 

The created framework uses some well known methods and procedures. The method starts 
with decomposition of goals to break up the problem into more manageable parts. The 
process of decomposition for measurements is recommended by both Wang & Wulf (1997) 
as well as Hubbard (2007).  

The goals are used as input to the template which is created from the template developed by 
NIST (Chew et al. 2008). This template is recommended by NIST for documenting the 
measures created and used by US agencies. 

The method used in the framework to create measurement nodes has similarities to GQM 
presented by Basili et al. (1994). The three levels of GQM could be connected to fields in the 
measurement nodes in our framework. The goal in GQM corresponds to the Goals in the 
measurement nodes. The questions in GQM are similar to the definition of what the node 
should produce as result, stated in magnitude and scale. The metrics in GQM is comparable 
to the data gathered by answering the questions of the measurement node. 

6.1.2 Relevance of the BITS metrics for agencies 
In this section we will try to motivate why the created BITS metrics should be considered 
relevant for agencies in Sweden to use. In order to do this we will repeat some facts from the 
background. BITS was created by SEMA and is a set of demands that states the minimum 
level of security that can be accepted at any agency. From this it is not too far fetched to 
assume that being able to show compliance with BITS is something that should be of 
interest to security managers at agencies. 

In the current form the BITS metrics consists mostly of yes/no questions. Many of these 
could possibly be expanded into more thorough measurements but they can very well be 
used in the current state. Since the metrics program consists of a large number of nodes we 
felt that it was better to keep it as it is until it could actually be tested. After a first run at an 
agency the metrics can be changed to reflect the needs of that agency. 

6.1.3 The agency specific metrics 
The agency specific metrics are created from identified needs at the agency. Despite this, 
they are rather general in their form and could easily be used at another agency or 
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organization without any changes. The reason for this is mostly that the interviews they were 
created from were about general security at the agency.  

All of the metrics rely on asking security managers or employees as input. For those metrics 
that rely on asking a random selection of employees the idea we had was to use Hubbard’s 
definition of measurement as reducing uncertainty (Hubbard 2007, p.21). Since we do not 
know anything about the attitude at the beginning, uncertainty can be reduced a lot by asking 
just a few employees.  

An interesting observation that we made during the decomposition of the goal “Have 
positive attitude towards information security” is that it is not easy to know when the 
decomposed goals completely cover the parent goal, and it is easy to create children that 
broadens the scope set by the original goal.  

The first issue was expected when the method was created and our suggested solution is that 
each user of the method will have to decide what is important enough to be included during 
decomposition. When the agency specific metrics was created we tried to stay in line with 
this suggestion by only making metrics corresponding to problematic areas identified from 
the interviews. 

For the second issue, when child goals broaden the scope of the original goal, we believe 
that it is important to remember the context in which the children were created. An example 
of this emerged during brainstorming when we decomposed the start goal into “Uphold 
information security” and then, when this goal was decomposed one of the formulated goals 
was “Check up on the background to security incidents by employees”. This sub goal could 
very well be a part of the goal, upholding information security, but we do not think that it is 
part of the original goal, having a positive attitude towards information security. Our 
suggested solution to this issue is that the creator of a metric must be aware of the scope of 
the original goal when decomposition is performed. 

The metrics created from interviews with security personnel at the studied agency are more 
closely connected to the agency than the BITS metrics. Even though the metrics were 
created from an actual need at the studied agency, as expressed in the interviews, they should 
be checked with representatives from the agency. 

6.1.4 The balance between cost of measurement and gain from measurement 
for the created metrics 

Since the BITS metrics are measuring compliance with a minimum level of security the 
amount of work required for measuring is in a way connected to the gain from performing 
the measurements. The connection comes from the assumption that if the agency already 
complies with all the demands then the questions in the metrics program will probably be 
fast and easy to answer. In this case the amount of work required and the amount of 
information gained are both rather low. It is of course good to know that the agency’s 
information systems are complying with the minimum level of security. If the agency on the 
other hand does not comply with the demands, then some questions will be harder to 
answer. If this is the case then the amount of work for measuring is higher but the amount 
gained from performing the measurements is also higher.  
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The created metrics are, although consisting of a lot of questions, rather minimal meaning 
that most questions are in a very simple form. At this stage the metrics are kept simple so 
that it should be as easy as possible to use them. The created metrics program will most 
likely be changed after using it the first time. This change will reflect what is important to the 
agency that uses it. Once the metrics have been tested it will hopefully be more clear what 
metrics need to be expanded and what metrics do not apply to the organization. BITS may 
be a minimum level of security, but if there are demands for aspects of security that the 
agency does not have, then these demands do not apply and can be removed.  

The assumption that work load and gain is somewhat connected in combination with that 
the metrics program is developed to be as easy as possible and the fact that BITS is a 
minimum level of security leads us to believe that the created metrics program can be 
considered balanced between cost and gain.  

6.1.5 Experience gained from the assessment of agency specific documents 
When the limited assessment using the agency specific documents was performed we 
noticed, as was mentioned in chapter 5.2, that BITS assumes that certain documents exist 
and that they have a specified content. Using the agency specific documents we soon 
discovered that even though most of the information was there, it was not organized in the 
way that was assumed. We believe that this problem is likely to occur whenever the metrics 
are used. 

There are two possible solutions to this problem. Either the metrics are changed to fit the 
document structure at each agency, or the documents have to be changed so that they 
comply with the demands the metrics were based on. In the small assessment that we 
performed we assumed that any document could be used to answer a question, this 
assumption is an implicit change of the metrics since the actual questions are not rewritten 
but measurement is performed as if they were changed to ask about all documents. 

Since the metrics are supposed to be adapted to the organization at hand, the most adequate 
solution is that the metrics are changed to fit the document structure of the organization. 
Even though Swedish agencies are supposed to work in accordance with the ISO/IEC 
27000 standard and BITS is based on the standard, the decision to change the structure of 
the relevant documents is still up to the managers at the respective agency. It is a demanding 
process to restructure the governing documents for an agency. Thus, we believe that, in 
many agencies, changes will not be made until a government decision enforces it.   

6.2 Future work 
Establish contact with the new agency that is responsible for BITS and ask for a clarification 
of the demands that could not be interpreted. 

Perform a full test of the metrics program by using it at an agency. This test should provide 
valuable information about what metrics typically needs to be expanded as well as showing 
any unforeseen problems. 
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Find and implement a better way of aggregating information from the leaves to higher level 
nodes. This method should preferably be able to take the relative importance of the number 
of measurements that was used in each node into account. 
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Appendix A – Metrics template 

Metric 

ID 

Input  
A unique identifier for the metric. 
Guidance 
The identifier should preferably be an integer. The reason for this is that 
integers are easy to handle in database systems. 

Name 

Input  
A name for the metric. 
Guidance 
The name is meant to facilitate communication. If a name is chosen so 
that it reflects the purpose of the metric it is easier to relate to it than to an 
integer. If names are unique then there is less chance of misunderstandings 
in communication but care has to be taken not to name metrics similarly. 

Goal 

Input  
A goal that the organization wants to fulfill. 
Guidance 
The goal defines the purpose of the measurement performed in the 
metric. When creating a metric, defining the goal is the first step in the 
creation process. After knowing what should be achieved, a way to test if 
it has been achieved can be constructed.  

Magnitude and scale 

Input  
A statement of what is being measured and the unit of measurement. 
Guidance 
The use of metrics should result in numeric values. It needs to be clear 
what these values represent and their interpretation should be aided, if not 
made evident, by the scale associated with the metric. The field should 
contain a set of questions that, when answered, will provide the 
information needed to show that the metric is fulfilled 

Formula 

Input  
The formula used to calculate the metric value. 
Guidance 
The formula is the mathematical definition of the statement in the field 
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Magnitude and scale. All data required to execute the formula should be 
taken from the field Evidence from external sources. 

Target 

Input  
Final target: A static value that is the final value the organization wants to 
achieve for the metric. 
Current target: The current value the organization is striving for. 
Guidance  
Final and current value is used in the metric to reflect what an 
organization wants to achieve long term and what the organization thinks 
is reasonable to achieve short term. The final value should be connected 
to the goal i.e. meeting the final target is to fulfill the goal. The current 
value is connected to the metric and meeting the current target is to fulfill 
the metric. Whenever the metric is used and the current target is met, the 
value of the current target should be changed to a value closer to the final 
target. 

Validity 

Input 
The time period and/or other circumstances during which a derived 
metric value is valid. 
Guidance 
This value reflects how long a measurement can be used in higher level 
nodes before it has to be remade. The most common reason for a metric 
to become invalid should be that the predetermined time has passed. 
Other reasons for a metric to become invalid are for example that changes 
in the organization effects the value of the metric or makes the metric 
obsolete. Validity should be connected to frequency, see guidance in 
frequency for more details. 

Frequency 

Input 
How often the data should be collected, analyzed, and reported. 
Guidance 
This should be linked to the time the metric value is valid. If a complete 
coverage over time is required, deriving a value deemed to be valid for one 
month every six months is insufficient. If measuring every six months is 
thought to be enough then perhaps the valid time is set too short. The 
reporting interval does not have to be the same as the collection interval 
since data could be for example collected once a month but reported on 
an annual basis. This is done for example to show trends or for generating 
statistical data. 

Evidence from external 
data sources 

Input 
A description of and/or questions about all the data that is needed to 
compute the value of the metric. 
Guidance 
This field should have a description of all the data needed to compute the 
metric. When data collection is performed manually, this field should 
contain a set of questions that, when answered, provides all the necessary 
data to calculate the value of the metric. For automatic data collection, 
only information from saved data sources should be used.    

External data sources 

Input  
A list of what kind of information is needed as input for the metric and 
where this information can be found. 
Guidance 
This field should contain a description of where and how to extract the 
needed information used in the Evidence from external data sources field. For 
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automatic data collection, the location of data elements required should be 
identified and the data used should be saved in some form for future 
reference. This will likely mean that contact has to be taken with the 
owner of the information needed. The owner of the needed information 
should be under Information owner in the field Responsible parties. 

Responsible parties 

Input  
Information Owner: Person/persons that have information needed for the 
calculation of the metric. 
Information Collector: The person/persons responsible for conducting 
the measurement in the metric. 
Information Customer: The person/persons that the result from the 
metric should be reported to. 
Guidance 
The person/persons mentioned in input should be a function or position 
within the organization. Also note that the information owner and the 
information collector should be different entities if possible (see ISO/IEC 
27002, 10.1.3 about segregation of duties) 

Reporting format 

Input  
A description of how and when the metric should be reported. 
Guidance 
The reporting format should state what form the results should be 
presented in. Examples of reporting formats are graphs (pie chart, 
histogram, etc.), tables, or plaintext. The receiver of the report is the 
information customer described in the field Responsible parties. 

Aggregation nodes 

Input  
A list of higher level aggregation nodes that uses this metric as input. 
Guidance 
Higher level nodes are listed so that it is easier to keep track of which 
node the metric is connected to. 

Latest revision 

Input  
The date and time when this metric was last checked if it is valid and 
relevant. 
Guidance 
This field only contains the latest date and time the metric was reviewed. 
The result of the review (if any) should be recorded in the update history. 

Update history 

Input  
Date and description of changes that are made and by whom. 
Guidance 
Functions like a log for each metric and also shows how the metric 
evolves over time. Any major change should always be followed by a 
revision of the metric. 

Motivation 

Input  
Short text describing the motivation for calculating this metric and, if 
possible, providing references to additional information. 
Guidance 
The motivation of a metric is meant to help new users of the metrics 
program understand the measurements being performed. It also serves as 
a check for how well thought trough a metric is. If one cannot motivate 
why a metric should exist then why is it needed? 
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Aggregation node 

ID 

Input  
A unique identifier for the node. 
Guidance 
The identifier should preferably be an integer. The reason for this is that 
integers are easy to handle in database systems. 

Name 

Input  
A name for the node. 
Guidance 
The name is meant to facilitate communication. If a name is chosen so 
that it reflects the purpose of the node it is easier to relate to it than to an 
integer. If names are unique then there is less chance of misunderstandings 
in communication but then care has to be taken not to name several 
metrics very similarly. 

Goal 

Input  
A goal that the organization wants to fulfill. 
Guidance 
The goal of an aggregation node can be a bit more “fuzzy” in its definition 
than that of a metric. The goal in a node is simply something that the 
organization wants to achieve. This goal might have to be decomposed 
into several sub nodes which might in their turn need to be decomposed. 

Magnitude and scale 

Input  
A statement of how lower level nodes are aggregated in this node and how 
any external input is incorporated into this value. 
Guidance 
The value of an aggregation node should aggregate the values of lower 
level nodes and also consider the external data collected in the node. How 
data is aggregated is up to the organization that implements the metrics 
program and will have significant impact on how metrics are presented. 
The easiest value to use for aggregation nodes are the percentage of all 
child nodes plus demands from external sources that are fulfilled. 

Formula 

Input  
The formula that is used for calculating the node value. 
Guidance 
The formula is the mathematical definition of the statement in the field 
Value. All values in the formula that is to be inserted upon calculation 
should be taken from the field Evidence from external sources or from the field 
Evidence from lower level nodes. 

Target 

 Input  
Final target: A static value that is the final value the organization wants to 
achieve for the aggregation node. 
Current target: The current value the organization is striving for. 
Guidance  
Final and current value is used in the aggregation node to reflect what an 
organization wants to achieve long term and what the organization thinks 
is reasonable to achieve short term. The final value should be connected 
to the goal i.e. meeting the final target is to fulfill the goal. The current 
value is connected to the aggregation node and meeting the current target 
is to fulfill the aggregation node. Whenever the node is used and the 
current target is met, the value of the current target should be changed to 
a value closer to the final target. 

Validity Input 
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The time period and/or other circumstances during which a derived value 
for the aggregation node is valid. 
Guidance 
This value reflects how long a measurement can be used in higher level 
nodes before it has to be redone. The most common reason for the value 
in an aggregation node to become invalid should be that the 
predetermined time has passed. Other reasons are just like for metrics that 
organizational changes may affect the node value. Changes in the value of 
one of the lower level nodes which is then aggregated up to the current 
node may also make the value of the current node obsolete. Validity 
should be connected to frequency, see guidance in frequency for more 
details. 

Frequency 

Input 
How often the data should be collected, analyzed, and reported. 
Guidance 
This should be linked to the time the node value is valid. If a complete 
coverage over time is required, deriving a value deemed to be valid for one 
month every six months is insufficient. If measuring every six months is 
thought to be enough then perhaps the valid time is set too short. The 
reporting interval does not have to be the same as the collection interval 
since data could be collected once a month but reported on an annual 
basis. This is done for example to show trends or for generating statistical 
data. The frequency of measurement for an aggregation node can be lower 
than for nodes that are below it in the hierarchy.   

Evidence from external 
data sources 

Input 
A description of and/or questions about all the data that is needed to 
compute the value of the node. 
Guidance 
This field should have a description of all the data needed to do the 
computation in the node. All questions in aggregation nodes should be the 
type where the answer is either “yes” or “no”, if a question requires some 
other type of answer then a new sub node should be created for the 
purpose of performing that measurement. Note that the only nodes in the 
tree with another type of answer than Yes/No are metrics nodes. 

External data sources 

Input  
A list of what kind of information is needed as input for the node and 
where this information can be found. 
Guidance 
 This field should contain a description of where and how to extract the 
needed information used in the field Evidence from external data sources. For 
automatic data collection, the location of data elements required should be 
identified and the data used should be saved in some form for future 
reference. Gathering the data needed will likely mean that contact has to 
be taken with the owner of the information. The owner of the information 
should be under information owner in the field Responsible parties. 

Evidence from lower 
level nodes 

Input 
A question for each sub node asking if the sub node meets its target value 
or not.  
Guidance 
Like the questions in the field Evidence from external sources, all questions 
should be answerable with “yes” or “no”. Each question can also have 
additional fields for aggregation of information from lower level nodes. 
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This can for example be a field for each lower level node stating how 
many measurements were used in the node and how many of these that 
passed their respective target values. 

Responsible parties 

Input  
Information Owner: Person/persons that have information needed for the 
calculation of this node. 
Information Collector: The person/persons responsible for conducting 
the measurements in the node. 
Information Customer: The person/persons that the results from the 
node should be reported to. 
Guidance 
The person/persons mentioned in input should be a function or position 
within the organization. Also note that the information owner and the 
information collector for external sources should be different entities if 
possible (see ISO/IEC 27002, 10.1.3 about segregation of duties). Since 
the owner of lower level nodes/metrics is probably the metrics team it is 
not possible to separate owner and collector for these measurements. 
Separation should have been done when measurement in those lower level 
nodes/metrics were performed. 

Reporting format 

Input  
A description of how the metric should be reported. 
Guidance 
The reporting format should state what form the results should be 
presented in. Examples of reporting formats are graphs (pie chart, 
histogram, etc.), tables, or plaintext. The receiver of the report is the 
information customer described in the field Responsible parties. 

Aggregation nodes 

Input  
A list of higher level aggregation nodes that uses this metric as input. 
Guidance 
Higher level nodes are listed so that it is easier to keep track of which 
node the metric is connected to. 

Sub nodes 

Input 
A list of all the lower level nodes that is used in the calculation of the value 
in this node. 
Guidance 
The reason for listing all the lower level nodes that produces a result used 
in this node is so that, when this node is to be calculated, the user knows 
what other nodes are used. 

Latest revision 

Input  
The date and time when this node was last checked if it is valid and 
relevant. 
Guidance 
This field only contains the latest date and time the node was reviewed. 
The result of the review (if any) should be recorded in the update history. 

Update history 

Input  
Date and description of changes that are made and by whom. 
Guidance 
Functions like a log for each node and also shows how the node evolves 
over time. Any major change should always be followed by a revision of 
the node. 

Motivation Input  
Short text describing the motivation for the aggregation value produced by 
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this node and if possible giving some references to where more 
information can be found. 
Guidance 
The motivation of a node is meant to help new users of the metrics 
program to understand the measurements being performed. It also serves 
as s check for how well thought trough a node is. If one cannot motivate 
why a node should exist then why is it needed? 
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Appendix B – Created security metrics 

Overview of the created nodes and their relations 
Each node is represented in this overview with the number of measurement questions asked 
in the node in parenthesis. Aggregation questions are not listed.  

Top node (0) 
Security policy (4) 

Policy content (16) 
Other regulations (5) 

Organization of information security (0) 
Internal organization (11) 

Management actions (14) 
Resources (4) 

External parties (3) 
Asset management (0) 

Responsibility for assets (8) 
Information classification (6) 

Human resource security (0) 
Prior to employment (4) 
During employment (3) 
Termination or change of employment (2) 

Physical and environmental security (0) 
Secure areas (5) 
Equipment security (5) 

Critical computer or communication sites (11) 
UPS (6) 

Communications and operations management (0) 
Operational procedures and responsibilities (14) 

Operational documentation (11) 
Third party service delivery management (2) 
System planning and acceptance (8) 
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Protection against malicious and mobile code (7) 
Back-up (13) 
Network security management (4) 
Media handling (7) 
Exchange of information (9) 
Monitoring (22) 

Access control (0) 
Business requirements for access control (5) 
User access management (7) 

Passwords (9) 
Access rights management (17) 

User responsibility (9) 
Network access control (9) 

Firewall (9) 
External connections and networks (7) 

Operating system access control (7) 
Application and information access control (10) 
Mobile computing and teleworking (2) 

Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance (0) 
Security requirements of information systems (9) 
Correct processing in applications (4) 
Cryptographic controls (4) 
Security of system files (5) 
Security in development and support processes (17) 

System documentation (10) 
Technical Vulnerability Management (5) 

Information security incident management (4) 
Business continuity management (8) 
Compliance (0) 

Compliance with legal requirements (14) 
Compliance with security policies and standards, and technical compliance 
(5) 
Information system audit considerations (2) 
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Metric suite for BITS 
 

ID 1 
Name BITS –Top node 
Goal Show compliance with BITS. 

Magnitude and scale Percentage of security control clauses in which all the demands posed by 
BITS are met. 

Formula (Number of questions answered with “yes” / total number of questions)*100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency The metric is calculated and reported one time per year. 
Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

 

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

Do the following sub nodes have a valid measurement that meets the target 
value? 
 
Security policy Yes  No 
Organization of information security Yes  No 
Asset management Yes  No 
Human resources security Yes  No 
Physical and environmental security Yes  No 
Communications and operations management Yes  No 
Access control Yes  No 
Information systems acquisition, development and 
maintenance Yes  No 

Information security incident management Yes  No 
Business continuity management Yes  No 
Compliance Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer:  

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart. If all demands are not met, all failing sub nodes 
should be reported according to the reporting format stated in that sub node. 

Aggregation nodes No higher level nodes. 

Sub nodes 

BITS – Security policy (2) 
BITS – Organization of information security (3)  
BITS – Asset management (4) 
BITS – Human resources security (5) 
BITS – Physical and environmental security (6) 
BITS – Communications and operations management (7) 
BITS – Access control (8) 
BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance (9) 
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BITS – Information security incident management (10) 
BITS – Business continuity management (11) 
BITS – Compliance (12) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 

Motivation 
Since BITS is the lowest level of information security any agency should ever 
have, it is important to be able to show that all the demands posed forward by 
BITS is met. 
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ID 2 
Name BITS – Security policy 

Goal 
“To provide management direction and support for information security in 
accordance with business requirements and relevant laws and regulations.” 
(SEMA 2006)  

Magnitude and scale Percentage of BITS demands about the existence and knowledge of the 
organizations security policy that are met. 

Formula (Number of questions answered with “yes” / total number of questions)*100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement. 
Frequency Collected and reported once per year. 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 5.1 in BITS 
 
If there is no security policy in the organization all questions should be 
answered by “No” 

A.   Is there a security policy determined by the 
management available?  

Yes
 

No
 

B.   Is there a written document containing the security 
policy?  

Yes
 

No
 

C.   Is the security policy reviewed at planed intervals or 
whenever significant changes occur? 

Yes
 

No
 

 
Have the following been done? 

D.   All personnel have been informed about the content 
of the information security policy 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

 
Do the following nodes meet their target value? 
Policy content Yes  No 
Other regulations Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer:  

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart. 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Top node (1) 

Sub nodes BITS – Security policy – Policy content (41) 
BITS – Security policy – Other regulations (55) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 41 
Name BITS – Security policy – Policy content 

Goal To ensure that the information security policy contains everything that is 
required by BITS 

Magnitude and scale Percentage of the demands in BITS about what must be in a security policy 
that are met 

Formula (Number of questions answered with “yes” / total number of questions) * 
100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement. 
Frequency Collected and reported once per year. 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 5.1 in BITS 
 
Are the following expressed by the security policy? 

A.   The commitment of the management.  Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   The definition of information security.  Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   The scope of information security.  Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   The importance of information security for the 
organization.  

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   The goal for information security management  Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   The method for information security management  Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   The methods and responsibilities for risk 
assessment.  

Yes 
 

No 
 

H.   The methods and responsibilities for risk 
management.  

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
Does the information security policy include at least a short description of:  

I.   The long term objectives for the information 
security?  

Yes 
 

No 
 

J.   The roles for management of information security? Yes 
 

No 
 

K.   The responsibilities for management of 
information security?  

Yes 
 

No 
 

L.   The management structure for information 
security? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
Does the information security policy contain brief explanation of the 
documents containing: 

M.   Compliance with legislative, regulatory, and 
contractual requirements  

Yes 
 

No 
 

N.   Security education, training, and awareness 
requirements  

Yes 
 

No 
 

O.   Business continuity management  Yes 
 

No 
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P.   Consequences of information security policy 
violations  

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS - Security policy (2) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 55 
Name BITS – Security policy – Other regulations 

Goal To ensure that employees are aware of what regulations other than the 
security policy that applies to their area 

Magnitude and scale Percent of the employees that have been informed of the regulations that 
applies to them other than the security policy 

Formula (Number of informed employees / Total number of employees)*100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement. 
Frequency Collected and reported once per year. 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 5.1 in BITS 
 

A.   

Is there a document that lists the relevant regulations, 
other than the security policy, for the organization as 
a whole or for each identified area within the 
organization? 

Yes 
 

No 

If the answer is “No” then the value of this metric is 0% and further questions need not be 
answered. 
 

B.   Does the organization have procedures for informing 
the employees of these other regulations? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

C.   
Is there documentation that shows which employees 
that have been informed of the regulations that affect 
them? 

Yes 
 

No 

 
D.   How many employees does the organization have?  

E.   
How many employees have been informed of 
regulations other than the security policy that applies 
to their area of work? 

 
 

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS - Security policy (2) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 3 
Name BITS – Organization of information security 

Goal To manage information security within the organization and towards external 
parties. 

Magnitude and scale Percentage of sub nodes concerning organization of information security that 
meets their target. 

Formula (Number of sub nodes that fulfill their target / total number of sub 
nodes)*100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 
Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

 

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

 
Do the following nodes meet their target value? 
Internal organization Yes  No 
External parties Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Top node (1) 

Sub nodes BITS – Organization of information security – External parties (43) 
BITS – Organization of information security – Internal organization (59) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 59 
Name BITS – Internal organization 
Goal “To manage information security within the organization.” (SEMA 2006) 
Magnitude and scale Percentage of BITS demands that are met concerning internal organization. 

Formula (Number of questions answered with “yes” / total number of questions) * 
100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 6.1 in BITS 
 
Are the following made available by the management? 

A.   Documented information security instructions for the 
administration of information systems 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Documented information security instructions for the 
users of information systems 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Documented information security instructions for 
operation of information systems 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

D.   Is there an information security officer, coordinator 
or function appointed in the organization? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   
Is this security coordinator/-function reporting 
directly to the CEO in matters of information 
security?  

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

F.   Are all information systems identified and recorded? Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   Are all information systems approved by the 
management? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

H.   
Does the system register show what systems are 
important even in case of disturbance and crisis i.e. 
that are business critical? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

I.   Is there a system owner appointed by the management 
for every information system? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

J.   Has each system owner established a system security 
analysis for vital systems? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

K.   Is there a common continuity plan for the 
organization? 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

 
Do the following nodes meet their target value? 
Management actions Yes  No 
Resources  Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
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Aggregation nodes BITS – Organization of information security (3) 

Sub nodes BITS – Organization of information security – Management actions (42) 
BITS – Organization of information security – Resources (57) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 42 
Name BITS – Organization of information security – Management actions 
Goal To show the managements commitment to information security. 

Magnitude and scale Percentage of BITS demands met about management responsibilities for 
information security  

Formula (Number of questions answered with “yes” / total number of questions)*100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 6.1 in BITS 
 
Have the following been done by the management? 

A.   Determine the objectives for information security 
management.  

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Determine the roles for information security 
management.   

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Determine the responsibilities for information security 
management.  

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Determine the management structure for information 
security management.  

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   Developed a strategy for coordination of information 
security across the organization 

Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   Document the strategy for coordination of information 
security across the organization 

Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   Assign responsibilities for coordination of information 
security across the organization 

Yes 
 

No 
 

H.   Identify the potential need of expert advice whether 
internal or external.  

Yes 
 

No 
 

I.   Determined criteria for risk assessment?  Yes 
 

No 
 

J.   Approve methods for risk assessment  Yes 
 

No 
 

K.   Approve methods for information classification. Yes 
 

No 
 

L.   Established procedures to ensure that all information 
processed in the organization is classified? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

M.   Identify significant changes in threat towards the 
organizations information systems. 

Yes 
 

No 
 

N.   

Initiate an independent review at planned intervals or 
when significant changes occur of how the 
organization is developing and managing its 
information security. 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Internal organization (59) 
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Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 57 
Name BITS – Organization of information security – Resources  

Goal Ensure that there is enough resources allocated for the information security 
program so that it provides the protection needed for the organization 

Magnitude and scale Percent of the resources needed for the information security program that has 
been allocated 

Formula (Allocated resources / expected cost)*100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 6.1 in BITS 
 

A.   
Does the organization evaluate how much and what 
kind of resources is needed for the information 
security program at least once per year? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   
Is there a decision made by the management of how 
much resources should be allocated to the information 
security program? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

If the answer to either of these to questions is “No” then it is not possible to evaluate if 
enough resources is allocated and the metrics value should be set to 0%. 
 

C.   What is the expected cost for the organizations 
information security program?  

D.   How much have been allocated for the information 
security program?  

 
External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Internal organization (59) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 43 
Name BITS – Organization of information security – External parties 

Goal 
“To maintain the security of the organization’s information and information 
processing facilities that are accessed, processed, communicated to, or 
managed by external parties.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percentage of BITS demands that are met concerning external parties 
Formula (Number of questions answered with “yes” / total number of questions)*100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 6.2 in BITS 
 

A.   Are there documented rules for third party access to 
information or information systems available? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Has external personnel been informed about the rules 
for access and fire-protection? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   
Is risk analysis performed prior to decision on 
outsourcing information management or information 
systems? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Organization of information security (3) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 4 
Name BITS – Asset management 
Goal To handle assets and information within the organization in a good way. 
Magnitude and scale Percentage of sub nodes concerning asset management that meets their target.

Formula (Number of sub nodes that fulfill their target / total number of sub 
nodes)*100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 
Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

 

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

 
Do the following nodes meet their target value? 
Responsibility for assets Yes  No 
Information classification Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Top node (1) 

Sub nodes BITS – Asset management – Responsibility for assets (44) 
BITS – Asset management – Information classification (45) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 44 
Name BITS – Asset management – Responsibility for assets 

Goal “To achieve and maintain appropriate protection for organizational assets.” 
(SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percentage of BITS demands met regarding responsibility for assets 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 7.1 in BITS 
 

A.   
Are there documented instruction s for how listing 
and labeling of information processing resources 
should be done? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Are information processing resources listed and 
labeled according to current instructions? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

C.   Is the responsibility for all the organization’s 
information assets allocated? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

D.   Are there documented routines for movement of IT 
equipment? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   Are there documented routines for transfer of IT 
equipment between users? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   Are movements of IT equipment carried out 
according to established routines? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   Are transfers of IT equipment between users carried 
out according to established routines? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

H.   Are there documented rules for how information 
processing resources may be used? 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as s pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Asset management (4) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 45 
Name BITS – Asset management – Information classification 

Goal “To ensure that information receives an appropriate level of protection.” 
(SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percentage of BITS demands met regarding information classification 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 7.2 in BITS 
 

A.   Are there documented rules for classification of 
information? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   
Have all information that is processed in information 
systems been classified according to the documented 
rules? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Can the system owner confirm that the classification 
has been done? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Can the system owner confirm that the security 
requirements regarding classification are met? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

E.   Are there documented rules for classification of data 
media? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   Are there documented rules for how data media 
should be labeled and recorded? 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Asset management (4) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 5 
Name BITS – Human resources security 

Goal To make sure all procedures are followed before, during and after 
employment. 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met regarding human resources security 

Formula (Number of sub nodes that meet the target value / total number of sub 
nodes) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 
Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

 

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

 
Do the following nodes meet their target value? 
Prior to employment Yes  No 
During employment Yes  No 
Termination or change of employment Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Top node (1) 

Sub nodes 

BITS – Human resources security – Prior to employment (46) 
BITS – Human resources security – During employment (47) 
BITS – Human resources security – Termination or change of employment 
(48) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 46 
Name BITS – Human resources security – Prior to employment 

Goal 
“To ensure that employees, contractors and third party users understand their 
responsibilities, and are suitable for the roles they are considered for, and to 
reduce the risk of theft, fraud or misuse of facilities” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percentage of BITS demands met regarding actions that should be taken prior 
to employment 

Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 8.1 in BITS 
 

A.   Are all candidates for employment subjected to a 
background screening in proportion to future tasks? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

B.   
Do managers inform all candidates for employment 
and temporary personnel on policy and instructions 
for information security? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

C.   
Are there documented requirements on users for 
access to information or information systems posed by 
the system owner for each system? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Do these requirements cover both security aspects as 
well as competence required for access? 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Human resources security (5) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 47 
Name BITS – Human resources security – During employment 

Goal 

“To ensure that employees, contractors and third party users are aware of 
information security threats and concerns, their responsibilities and liabilities, 
and are equipped to support organizational security policy in the course of 
their normal work, and to reduce the risk of human error.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percentage of BITS demands met regarding what should be available to 
employees during employment. 

Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 8.2 in BITS 
 

A.   Are there documented security instructions for 
users? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

See 3 B 
 

B.   Are security awareness and training in information 
security carried out at planed intervals? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

C.   Is there user guidance for each information 
system? 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pier chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Human resources security (5) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 48 
Name BITS – Human resources security – Termination or change of employment 

Goal “To ensure that employees, contractors and third party users exit an 
organization or change employment in an orderly manner.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percentage of BITS demands met regarding what should be checked when 
someone leaves the organization or changes employment. 

Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 8.3 in BITS 
 
Upon termination or change of employment for employees, suppliers and 
external users is the following true? 

A.   There are routines to ensure that equipment 
belonging to the organization is returned 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Access rights to information and information 
processing resources is withdrawn. 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Human resources security (5) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 6  
Name BITS – Physical and environmental security 
Goal To protect the organizations premises and equipment 

Magnitude and scale Percent of the sub nodes that meets their BITS demands regarding physical 
and environmental security 

Formula (Number of sub nodes that meet the target value / total number of sub 
nodes) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 
Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

 
 
 

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

Do the following sub nodes have a valid measurement that meets the target 
value? 
 
Secure areas Yes  No 
Equipment security Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Top node (1) 

Sub nodes BITS – Physical and environmental security – Secure areas (13) 
BITS – Physical and environmental security – Equipment security (14) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 13 
Name BITS – Physical and environmental security – Secure areas 

Goal “To prevent unauthorized physical access, damage, and interference to the 
organization’s premises and information.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for secure areas 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 9.1 in BITS 
 

A.   
Is there documented decision by the system owner of 
each system stating which persons have physical access 
to centralized computer sites? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
Is the following upheld for sites where sensitive information is processed as 
well as for sites containing computer and communications equipment? 

B.   Access is regulated Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   There is an access log that is safely stored Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Vacant security areas are kept locked Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   
Maintenance and cleaning staff and other outsourced 
personnel only have access to the site under 
supervision. 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Physical and environmental security (6) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 14 
Name BITS – Physical and environmental security – Equipment security 

Goal “To prevent loss, damage, theft or compromise of assets and interruptions to 
the organization’s activities.(SEMA 2006)”  

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for equipment security 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 9.2 in BITS 
 

A.   Is there a separate power supply to all central 
operational environments? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

Separate means that the power supply should be connected only to the operational 
environment.  
 

B.   Are all walls, including holes for cables in these walls, 
fireproofed in computer operating sites? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Are there rules for storage of flammable materials in 
computer operating sites? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Are the rules for storage of flammable materials 
checked for compliance at planned intervals? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

E.   
Are there routines for discovering if data media 
containing sensitive information have been removed 
from its ordinary place? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

Data media should have been labeled and recorded. See 45 F 
 

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

 
Does the following node meet its target value? 
Critical computer or communication sites Yes  No 
UPS Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Physical and environmental security (6) 

Sub nodes 
BITS – Physical and environmental security – Equipment security – Critical 
computer or communication sites (49) 
BITS – Physical and environmental security – Equipment security – UPS (56) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 49 

Name BITS – Physical and environmental security – Equipment security – Critical 
computer or communication sites 

Goal To ensure that critical computer or communication sites have adequate fire 
protection as well as protection against extreme temperatures and humidity. 

Magnitude and scale Percentage of BITS demands concerning fire, humidity and temperature for 
critical computer or communication sites that are met 

Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 9.2 in BITS 
 
Are the following statements true for all business critical computer or 
communication sites? 
These should be listed. See 3 H 

A.   The amount of fire extinguishers complies with the 
current fire regulations.  

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   It is possible to measure temperature Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   It is possible to measure humidity Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   There are alarms for fire Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   There are alarms for temperature Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   There are alarms for humidity Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   Alarms are connected to specified recipients Yes 
 

No 
 

H.   Alarms are tested at planed intervals Yes 
 

No 
 

I.   It is possible to regulate the temperature Yes 
 

No 
 

J.   It is possible to regulate humidity Yes 
 

No 
 

K.   Fire inspections have been performed in 
consultation with the fire department 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Physical and environmental security – Equipment security (14) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 56 
Name BITS – Physical and environmental security – Equipment security – UPS 

Goal Provide the equipment that needs UPS with such and make sure that the UPS 
is fully functional. 

Magnitude and scale Percent of the UPS units required within the organization that have been 
installed and tested according to the supplier’s instructions. 

Formula (Number of UPS units that has been installed and tested according to 
supplier’s instructions / Number of required UPS units)*100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 9.2 in BITS 
 

A.   Have the organization evaluated if any equipment 
within the organization needs UPS? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

B.   Does the organization have any equipment that 
requires USP? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

If the organization does not have any UPS then this metric automatically meets the target 
value and is thus set to 100%. 
 

C.   Has equipment that requires UPS been identified and 
recorded? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

If the answer is “No” then the metric can not be calculated and the value should be set to 
0%. 
 

D.   How many UPS units are required within the 
organization?  

E.   How many of the required UPS units have been 
acquired and installed?  

F.   How many of the installed UPS units have been 
tested according to the supplier’s instructions?  

 
External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Physical and environmental security – Equipment security (14) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 7 
Name BITS – Communications and operations management 

Goal To fulfill all the demands that BITS has for communications and operations 
management 

Magnitude and scale Percent of sub nodes that meets their target value 

Formula (Number of sub nodes that meet the target value / total number of sub 
nodes) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 
Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

 
 
 

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

Do the following sub nodes have a valid measurement that meets the target 
value? 
Operational procedures and responsibilities Yes  No 
Third party service delivery management Yes  No 
System planning and acceptance Yes  No 
Protection against malicious and mobile code Yes  No 
Back-up Yes  No 
Network security management Yes  No 
Media handling Yes  No 
Exchange of information Yes  No 
Monitoring Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Top node (1) 

Sub nodes 

BITS – Communications and operations management – Operational 
procedures and responsibilities (15) 
BITS – Communications and operations management – Third party service 
delivery management (16) 
BITS – Communications and operations management – System planning and 
acceptance (17) 
BITS – Communications and operations management – Protection against 
malicious and mobile code (18) 
BITS – Communications and operations management – Back-up (19) 
BITS – Communications and operations management – Network security 
management (20) 
BITS – Communications and operations management – Media handling (21) 
BITS – Communications and operations management – Exchange of 
information (22) 
BITS – Communications and operations management – Monitoring (23) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 15 

Name BITS – Communications and operations management – Operational 
procedures and responsibilities 

Goal “To ensure the correct and secure operation of information processing 
facilities.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for Operational procedures and 
responsibilities 

Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 10.1 in BITS 
 

A.   
Is decisions about when to install new software 
versions taken by the system owner in consultation 
with the person responsible for IT 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
Is there a plan for the operation of the information system that  includes: 

B.   Staffing for operation of the information system? Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Required qualifications for working with the 
operation of information system? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Substitute for the systems administrator? Yes 
 

No 
 

 

E.   Are installations of new software versions recorded 
and documented? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   Are there documented procedures for installation of 
network equipment? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

G.   Are there routines for security incident 
management?  

Yes 
 

No 
 

H.   Are there routines for malfunctions management? Yes 
 

No 
 

 

I.   
Is all system development and testing being performed 
in a separate system from the operational 
environment? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

J.   Are different levels of authorization being used for 
operational and development systems? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

K.   Do all users in the development and testing 
environment have unique access rights and identities? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

L.   
Are implementation of new software being performed 
only by authorized personnel for both operational and 
development environments? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

Does the following sub node have a valid measurement that meets the target 
value? 
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Operational documentation Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Communications and operations management (7) 

Sub nodes BITS – Communications and operations management – Operational 
procedures and responsibilities – Operational documentation (50) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 50 

Name BITS – Communications and operations management – Operational 
procedures and responsibilities – Operational documentation 

Goal To ensure that the organization has operational documentation and that this 
documentation has the required content 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for Operational documentation 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 10.1 in BITS 
 

A.   Is there operational documentation for all the 
organizations information systems? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

If the answer to this question is “No” then all the following questions should also be 
answered by “No” 
 
Does the operational documentation for the organizations information 
systems contain: 

B.   Procedures for security backup? Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Restart and restore routines? Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Log information and audit trails management? Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   Instructions of how the information system should 
be installed and configured? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   Procedures for identification and recording of 
significant changes? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   Procedures for planning and testing of changes? Yes 
 

No 
 

H.   Procedures for formal approval of procedures and 
changes? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

I.   Is there a copy of the operational documentation kept 
separate from the business operations area? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

J.   Is the operational documentation up-to-date to a 
reasonable degree?  

Yes 
 

No 
 

K.   Is the operational documentation updated when 
significant changes in the information system occur? 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 

Aggregation nodes BITS – Communications and operations management – Operational 
procedures and responsibilities (15) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
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Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 16 

Name BITS – Communications and operations management – Third party service 
delivery management 

Goal 
“To implement and maintain the appropriate level of information security and 
service delivery in line with third party service delivery agreements.” (SEMA 
2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for Third party service delivery management 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 10.2 in BITS 
 

A.   
Are there procedures for how to check and follow up 
on third party services so that they comply with 
current agreements? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Is the security risk assessment reviewed every time 
changes in the terms for third party services are made? 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Communications and operations management (7) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 17 

Name BITS – Communications and operations management – System planning and 
acceptance 

Goal “To minimize the risk of system failures” (SEMA 2006) 
Magnitude and scale Percentage of BITS demands met for system planning and acceptance 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 10.3 in BITS 
 
Is the following done to ensure the performance of the information system? 

A.   Use of information system resources are monitored 
and evaluated 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Plans are made for future capacity requirements Yes 
 

No 
 

 
 

C.   Are there procedures for approval of systems 
operation?   

D.   Is every information system approved for operation by 
its system owner? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   
Is there a procedure to check if the approval for 
operation needs to be renewed whenever changes to 
the information system occurs? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   

Is there a central decision about what common 
information system components should be approved 
centrally and what components should be approved 
locally? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   Are there procedures for handing over information 
systems to system administration? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

H.   
Has an acceptance test been performed on all 
information systems prior to handing them over to 
systems administration? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Communications and operations management (7) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 18 

Name BITS – Communications and operations management – Protection against 
malicious and mobile code 

Goal “To protect the integrity of software and information” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for protection against malicious and mobile 
code 

Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 10.4 in BITS 
 
Is there procedures for protection from malicious software that: 

A.   Detects the presence of malicious software Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Checks for and implements new updates of the 
protection, both for servers and clients 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Initiates the protection at startup Yes 
 

No 
 

 

D.   Is the right to install new programs and program 
versions regulated and documented? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   Is the right to download external files regulated and 
documented?   

F.   Are there procedures for updating the software, both 
for operating systems and for application programs? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   Are there procedures for the use of mobile code? Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Communications and operations management (7) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 19 
Name BITS – Communications and operations management – Back-up 

Goal “To maintain the integrity and availability of information and information 
processing facilities” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for back-up 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 10.5 in BITS 
 

A.   Are security backups being performed at planed 
intervals? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
Have the system owner for each system determined and documented: 

B.   What information should be included in the backup Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   The interval with which backups should be made Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   How many generations of backups should be kept 
available 

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   How the backups should be stored Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   Whether some backups should be stored in a remote 
location, separate from the operations area 

Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   How often the readability of backups should be 
checked? 

Yes 
 

Yes 
 

H.   
How storage of and access to source code for in-
house developed information system should be 
regulated 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

I.   Is there documentation that describes the actions to 
be taken to ensure readability of stored information? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
Is there rules for data media concerning; 

J.   Storage period Yes  No 
K.   Classification Yes  No 
L.   How data media should be labeled and recorded Yes  No 

See 45 E and 45 F 
 

M.   
Are tests that the information system can be restarted 
from backup copies performed at planed intervals at 
least once per year? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
 

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
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Information Customer: 
Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Communications and operations management (7) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 20 

Name BITS – Communications and operations management – Network security 
management 

Goal “To ensure the protection of information in networks and the protection of 
the supporting infrastructure.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for network security management 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 10.6 in BITS 
 
Are the following true for the organizations network: 

A.   There is a person responsible for each segment of the 
network 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   
Network administration is separated from regular 
administration and also from information system 
maintenance 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   There are tools for logging of security relevant events Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Communications and operations management (7) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 21 
Name BITS – Communications and operations management – Media handling 

Goal “To prevent unauthorized disclosure, modification, removal or destruction of 
assets, and interruption to business activities.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for media handling 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 10.7 in BITS 
 

A.   Have the system owner performed the information 
classification according to the established rules? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

See 45 E 
 

B.   
Have the system owner determined which data media 
that requires specific storage procedures based on the 
information classification? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Are the storage procedures for data media kept 
available for the personnel handling affected data? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Is vital business information stored in an area that is 
designed for this purpose?  

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   Are data media and backup copies stored in different 
fire zones or in special storage areas 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

F.   Are there procedures for how data media containing 
confidential information should be disposed of? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   
Is there a decision by the system owner how storage 
media containing non confidential information should 
be disposed of? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Communications and operations management (7) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 22 

Name BITS – Communications and operations management – Exchange of 
information 

Goal “To maintain the security of information and software exchanged within an 
organization and with any external entity” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for exchange of information 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target:  

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 10.8 in BITS 
 
Is there documented procedures for: 

A.   What information may be sent by e-mail? Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   
Protection of data transferred by e-mail that at least 
includes virus scanning of messages and attached 
files? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

C.   
Is there a statement of the system owners 
responsibility for data transfers to and from the 
information system 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Is there agreements regulating exchange of 
information with external entities? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

E.   Are there authorization procedures for publication of 
information to publicly available systems? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

F.   
Is there a decision from the system owner concerning 
measures for securing physical transport of business 
critical information 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

G.   Are there procedures for protecting information that 
is shared by different information systems? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

H.   Do all the currently running internet services have 
approved security functionality? 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Communications and operations management (7) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 24 
Name BITS – Communications and operations management – Monitoring 
Goal “To detect unauthorized information processing activities.” (SEMA 2006) 
Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for monitoring 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 10.10 in BITS 
 

A.   Are there audit logs that can record relevant 
security events? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

If “No” then the next block should also be answered by No 
 
Does the audit logs record: 

B.   User identity? Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Date and time of log-on and log-off? Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Successful and unsuccessful attempts to gain 
access? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
E.   Are there administrator and operator logs? Yes  No 

If “No” then the next block should also be answered by No 
 
Do these logs at least record: 

F.   Accounts and the involved administrator/operator Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   Involved computer processes Yes 
 

No 
 

H.   Date and time for log-on and log-off Yes 
 

No 
 

I.   Successful and unsuccessful attempts to gain 
access? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

J.   
Is a manual log kept for those activities performed by 
administrators or operators that can not be logged 
automatically? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

K.   
Is there a decision by the system owner that 
determines what other events should be recorded to 
the system log? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
Is there a decision by the system owner concerning: 

L.   How often logs should be reviewed? Yes  No 
M.   Who is responsible for reviewing the logs? Yes  No 
N.   How long logs should be saved? Yes  No 
O.   How logs should be stored? Yes  No 
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Are logs: 

P.   Stored during a period of time in accordance with the 
decision of how long logs should be saved? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

Q.   Stored during a period of time that is sufficient for 
incident investigation? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

R.   Checked regularly for signs of abnormal conditions or 
security incidents? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

S.   Are there procedures for how system logs should be 
monitored? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

T.   Are there procedures for how error messages should 
be handled and who should be informed? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

U.   Are logging facilities and log information protected 
against tampering and unauthorized access? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

V.   Are all clocks in the information system synchronized 
with an agreed accurate time source? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
 

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Communications and operations management (7) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 8 
Name BITS – Access control 
Goal To fulfill all the demands that BITS has for access control 
Magnitude and scale Percent of sub nodes that meets their target value 

Formula (Number of sub nodes that meet the target value / total number of sub 
nodes) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 
Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

 
 
 

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

Do the following sub nodes have a valid measurement that meets the target 
value? 
 
Business requirement for access control Yes  No 
User access management Yes  No 
User responsibility Yes  No 
Network access control Yes  No 
Operating system access control Yes  No 
Application and information access control Yes  No 
Mobile computing and teleworking Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Top node (1) 

Sub nodes 

BITS – Access control – Business requirement for access control (25) 
BITS – Access control – User access management (26) 
BITS – Access control – User responsibility (27) 
BITS – Access control – Network access control (28) 
BITS – Access control – Operating system access control (29) 
BITS – Access control – Application and information access control (30) 
BITS – Access control – Mobile computing and teleworking (31) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 25 
Name BITS – Access control – Business requirement for access control 
Goal “To control access to information” (SEMA 2006) 
Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for business requirement for access control 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 11.1 in BITS 
 

A.   
Are users given an access profile that only allows 
access to those information systems that the current 
task demands? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   

Has the system owner of each system decided what 
type of connections to telephone and data networks 
that are permitted for the systems they are responsible 
for? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Are decisions about connections to telephone and data 
networks documented? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Is there a current record of all external connections? Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   Is the presence of connections to information systems 
checked continuously? 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Access control (8) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 26 
Name BITS – Access control – User access management 

Goal “To ensure authorized user access and to prevent unauthorized access to 
information systems.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for user access management 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 11.2 in BITS 
 

A.   Can installation of new software in the network only 
be performed by appointed authorized personnel? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
Before allocating access rights, is the user given sufficient knowledge in the 
following areas: 

B.   Security instructions that are generally applied for 
IT operations? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

See 3 B 
 

C.   Security instructions that applies specifically to the 
users tasks? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
Is the following true for workstations 

D.   Workstations have a password protected lock that 
can be enabled by the user 

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   All users have been instructed to use this lock 
whenever they leave the workstation 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

F.   Are secure user identification used prior to 
unlocking blocked user accounts? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

Secure user identification means that the user must provide physical proof of identity, e.g. ID 
card  
 

G.   
Can all system owners verify that their system is 
constructed in a manner that the access control 
satisfies the basic level recommendations? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
 

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

Do the following sub nodes have a valid measurement that meets the target 
value? 
 
Passwords Yes  No 
Access rights management Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 
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Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Access control (8) 

Sub nodes 
BITS – Access control – User access management – Passwords (51) 
BITS – Access control – User access management – Access rights 
management (52) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 51 
Name BITS – Access control – User access management - Passwords 
Goal To have safe passwords and password handling in the organization 
Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for passwords 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 11.2 in BITS 
 
Is the following true for passwords for information systems? 

A.   Each user has a unique system identity and a private 
password 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   All passwords are composed of a minimum of 8 
characters 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Passwords are not based on anything that can easily 
be guessed 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Users are forced to change passwords with a 
frequency determined by the system owner 

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   After three unsuccessful attempts at logging in a user 
account is automatically blocked 

Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   A predetermined time no less than thirteen months 
must have passed before a user can reuse a password 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
G.   Are all stored passwords protected by encryption? Yes  No 

 

H.   Are there routines that prevent the use of default or 
vendor passwords? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

I.   
Are all new users initially given a secure, temporary 
password which they are forced to change at first 
login? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Access control – User access management (26) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 52 

Name BITS – Access control – User access management – Access rights 
management 

Goal To ensure that there are working procedures for management of access rights 
Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for management of access rights 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 11.2 in BITS 
 

A.   Is there an access control system where authorized 
users of the information system are registered? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Does this register contain each user’s access rights to 
the information system? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   
Are users given an authorization profile that only 
provides access to the information systems that are 
relevant to their own tasks? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

D.   Are there specific access rights for the network in 
addition to access rights for applications? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

E.   Do all system administrators and technicians have 
unique and individual user identities? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   Can the access rights file only be accessed by the 
appointed administrator? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

G.   Is there an effort to minimize the number and extent 
of privileged accounts?  

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

H.   Do system administrators have full access only to 
those applications that are necessary for their task? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

I.   Are routing tables only accessible for authorized 
administrators? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

J.   Is there a documented routine for allocation of, 
following up and updating access rights? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

K.   Have the system owner for each system determined 
who is entitled to make decisions on access rights? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

L.   
Is there a documented procedure for how access rights 
should be handled for users that change roles or leaves 
the organization? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

M.   Are all access rights blocked within a week of the 
authorization expiring? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

N.   
Is there a check to verify that only authorized users are 
registered in the authorization system performed at 
least once per year? 

Yes 
 

No 
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O.   Is registering, changing or removing user access rights 
restricted to appointed administrators? 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Access control – User access management (26) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 27 
Name BITS – Access control – User responsibility 

Goal “To prevent unauthorized user access, and compromise or theft of 
information and information processing facilities.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for user responsibility 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 11.3 in BITS 
 
Are the following statements true for users? 

A.   Users do not disclose their passwords or lend their 
access control rights to other persons 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Users protect their passwords Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Users immediately change their password if they 
suspect it has been compromised 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Users change their password according to the rules Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   Users are not reusing old passwords Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   Users are not using the same password externally Yes 
 

No 
 

 
Are the following statements true for information handling equipment in 
public areas? 

G.   The equipment is physically secured so it cannot be 
removed from the site 

Yes 
 

No 
 

H.   Using the equipment only allows access to intended 
public applications 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

I.   
Are paper documents and data media handled 
according to the classification of the information they 
contain? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
 

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Access control (8) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 28 
Name BITS – Access control – Network access control 
Goal “To prevent unauthorized access to networked services” (SEMA 2006) 
Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for network access control 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 11.4 in BITS 
 

A.   
Has the network system owner determined measures 
against unauthorized eavesdropping and system 
exploitation for the wireless LAN? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Are there documented guidelines for connection of 
wireless network equipment? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

C.   
Are servers protected either by access control in the 
operating system or by only allowing access via 
network applications 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Are there documented procedures for what 
connections are allowed between security domains? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   Are there fixed routines for remote diagnostics? Yes 
 

No 
 

 

F.   Are there documented procedures for connection of 
equipment to internal and external networks? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

G.   Are all system administrator activities logged? Yes 
 

No 
 

H.   Are these logs kept in such a way that they can not 
be erased or manipulated? 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

Do the following sub nodes have a valid measurement that meets the target 
value? 
Firewall Yes  No 
External connections and networks Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Access control (8) 

Sub nodes 
BITS – Access control – Network access control – Firewall (53) 
BITS – Access control – Network access control – External connections and 
networks (54) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 53 
Name BITS – Access control – Network access control – Firewall 
Goal To actively prevent that external threats reach the organizations network. 
Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met regarding firewalls 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 11.4 in BITS 
 

A.   Does the organization have a firewall? Yes  No  
If the answer is no then the following two blocks of questions should also be answered with 
“No”. 

B.   Is the firewall the only channel for IP based traffic 
too and from the organization? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Is there documentation that states the responsibilities 
for administration of the firewall? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Is there documentation for the firewalls design and 
configuration? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   Does the firewall have safe guards against malicious 
software? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
Has the following been decided by the network’s system owner in 
consultation with all the other system owners? 

F.   What should be logged in the firewall Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   Who is responsible for following up on these logs Yes 
 

No 
 

H.   How often follow up on logs should be 
performed 

Yes 
 

No 
 

I.   How long the logs should be saved Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Access control – Network access control (28) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 54 

Name BITS – Access control – Network access control – External connections and 
networks 

Goal 
To make sure that the organizations demands on safety is upheld for external 
connections and that external networks that is connected to the organizations 
network has adequate security 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met regarding external connections and networks 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 11.4 in BITS 
 

A.   
Are the authentication methods for external 
connections based on the requirements of the system 
owner? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Are there rules for how authentication should be 
performed for external connections? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

C.   
Are there documented rules and routines for 
connection of external networks to the organizations 
network? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   
Do these rules and routines clarify what security 
functions should be present when connecting external 
networks? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   
Do these rules and routines clarify what methods of 
authentication should be used in connected external 
networks? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

F.   Are there documented security guidelines for internet 
connections? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   
Are the security functions specified in the security 
guidelines for internet connections verified to be 
operating prior to connection to the internet? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Access control – Network access control (28) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 29 
Name BITS – Access control – Operating system access control 
Goal “To prevent unauthorized access to operating systems.” (SEMA 2006) 
Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for operating system access control 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 11.5 in BITS 
 
Are the following statements true for the organizations login procedure? 

A.   
No identity concept for the systems or applications 
are shown to the user prior to successful remote log-
on 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Does not provide any messages during login that 
could help unauthorized persons 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Does not verify the login information until all data is 
received 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Records unsuccessful login attempts to a log Yes 
 

No 
 

 

E.   
Are there documented rules for the use of system 
tools that bypasses system and application access 
control? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

F.   Are all sessions automatically disconnected after a 
predefined period of inactivity? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

G.   Are connection times for sensitive applications 
limited? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
 

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Access control (8) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 30 
Name BITS – Access control – Application and information access control 

Goal “To prevent unauthorized access to information held in application systems.” 
(SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for application and information access control 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 11.6 in BITS 
 

A.   Are there well defined rules for access to 
applications and data? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
Are the following statements for access to applications and data true? 

B.   Access is restricted according to the need to carry 
out a task 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Access is granted considering the classification of 
information? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Access is traceable if the information classification 
requires it  

Yes 
 

No 
 

See 45 A 
 

E.   Access to information handling resources can not be 
done anonymously  

Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   Access rights are decided and documented Yes 
 

No 
 

 

G.   Are accesses to media containing business critical 
information restricted to authorized personnel? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

See 45 E 
 

H.   
Is the system connected to the access control 
functions that have been applied within the 
organization? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

I.   Are all known forms of access to databases going 
through intended services? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
 

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Access control (8) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 31 
Name BITS – Access control – Mobile computing and teleworking 

Goal “To ensure information security when using mobile computing and 
teleworking facilities.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for mobile computing and teleworking 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 11.7 in BITS 
 

A.   Are there documented requirements on technical 
security and practical handling of mobile equipment? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   
Is there decision by the system owner for each system 
stating if the information in their system may be 
processed remotely? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
 

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Access control (8) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 9 
Name BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance  

Goal To fulfill the demands BITS has on information systems acquisition, 
development and maintenance 

Magnitude and scale Percent of sub nodes that meets their target value 

Formula (Number of sub nodes that meet the target value / total number of sub 
nodes) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 
Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

 

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

Do the following sub nodes have a valid measurement that meets the target 
value? 
 
Security requirements of information systems Yes  No 
Correct processing in applications Yes  No 
Cryptographic controls Yes  No 
Security of system files Yes  No 
Security in development and support processes Yes  No 
Technical Vulnerability Management Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Top node (1) 

Sub nodes 

BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Security requirements of information systems (32) 
BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Correct processing in applications (33) 
BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Cryptographic controls (34) 
BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Security of system files (35) 
BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Security in development and support processes (36) 
BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Technical Vulnerability Management (37) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 32 

Name BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Security requirements of information systems 

Goal “To ensure that security is an integral part of information systems.” (SEMA 
2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for security requirements of information 
systems 

Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 12.1 in BITS 
 

A.   Have a system security analysis been performed for 
all, for the organization, vital systems? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

See 3 J 
 
Are the following statements true regarding this analysis? 

B.   The analysis is established by the system owner  Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   The analysis is documented Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   The analysis states who the system owner is Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   The analysis contains the security requirements on the 
information system 

Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   
The analysis is checked for compliance with the 
information security policy and the current policy 
interpretations 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

G.   Are there documented security instructions for 
administration determined by the management? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

See 3 A 
 

H.   

Have system owners determined if public networks 
meet the system’s security requirement before using 
these networks within the scope of the information 
system? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

I.   
Have all information systems in use been checked for 
compliance with the organization’s security 
requirements? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
 

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 
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Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance (9) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 33 

Name BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Correct processing in applications 

Goal “To prevent errors, loss, unauthorized modification or misuse of information 
in applications.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for correct processing in applications 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 12.2 in BITS 
 

A.   Are there procedures for validation of critical 
information system’s input and output? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Are there procedures for validation to detect 
information distortion? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Are there documented procedures for data 
correction? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Are all personal data sent over public networks 
encrypted? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
 

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance (9) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 34 

Name BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Cryptographic controls 

Goal “To protect the confidentiality, authenticity or integrity of information by 
cryptographic means.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for cryptographic controls 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 12.3 in BITS 
 

A.   Is the organization using data encryption? Yes  No 
If the answer to the question is no then the following questions are not relevant and the node 
can be considered to fulfill its target. 
 

B.   Are there documented decisions on which data to 
encrypt? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Are there documented instructions for application of 
cryptographic techniques? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Are there documented procedures for management 
of cryptographic keys? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
 

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance (9) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 35 

Name BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Security of system files 

Goal “To ensure the security of system files” (SEMA 2006) 
Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for security of system files 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 12.4 in BITS 
 

A.   Does the organization have procedures for 
installation of software on live systems? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Do these procedures include the test processes that 
must be performed before installing? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Is test data checked and protected? Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Are all personal information used as test data 
anonymized before being used?  

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   Is access to source code restricted? Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance (9) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 36 

Name BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Security in development and support processes 

Goal “To maintain the security of application system software and information.” 
(SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for security in development and support 
processes 

Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 12.5 in BITS 
 

A.   Are there appointed system administrators for all 
information systems? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

B.   Are there personnel responsible for system 
maintenance for all information systems? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Are there contracts that regulate how sensitive 
information should be handled during service? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Are there procedures for how remote diagnostics 
may be performed? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

E.   Are there procedures for system and program 
development 

Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   Are these procedures used for system and program 
development? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

G.   Are program alterations approved by the system 
owner? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

H.   Are all installations of new program versions 
approved by the system owner? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

I.   Are all program development and alterations 
documented? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

J.   Are there procedures for user training for purchased 
systems? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

K.   Are there procedures for updating users of program 
and functionality changes for purchased systems? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

L.   Is access to internal developed information system’s 
source code regulated? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

M.   Are intellectual property rights regulated? Yes 
 

No 
 

 

N.   Is all software tested and approved not to interfere 
with other systems prior to being installed? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
O.   Are there installation instruction established for the Yes No 
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organization’s information systems?   

P.   Are there routines for program distribution? Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

Does the following sub node have a valid measurement that meets the target 
value? 
 
System documentation Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance (9) 

Sub nodes BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Security in development and support processes – System documentation (58) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 58 

Name BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Security in development and support processes – System documentation 

Goal To ensure that the organizations information systems are documented and 
that the documentation are up to date 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands that are met for system documentation 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 12.5 in BITS 
 
Does the system documentation for each information system contain the 
following? 

A.   The components the information system is 
composed of 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Overall description of the purpose for each 
component 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   A detailed system description Yes 
 

No 
 

 
Is the following true for the documentation of each information system? 

D.   The documentation is complete Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   The documentation is up to date Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   The documentation is updated when changes to the 
information system occurs 

Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   A complete copy of the system documentation stored 
separately from the original 

Yes 
 

No 
 

H.   Access to system documentation containing sensitive 
information is restricted to authorized personnel 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

I.   Is there documentation for the local network 
describing all components?  

Yes 
 

No 
 

J.   Is there a log tied to this documentation that records 
all changes made to the network? 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 

Aggregation nodes BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Security in development and support processes (36) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 37 

Name BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance – 
Technical Vulnerability Management 

Goal “To reduce the risk from exploitation of published technical vulnerabilities.” 
(SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for technical vulnerability management 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 12.6 in BITS 
 
Are there roles and responsibilities for the following areas of management of 
known technical vulnerabilities? 

A.   Identification of relevant vulnerabilities that are 
published 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Assessment for identified relevant vulnerabilities Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Software updates Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   Identification of affected systems Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   Co-ordination responsibilities Yes 
 

No 
 

 
 

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance (9) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 10 
Name BITS – Information security incident management 

Goal To ensure that users know the procedures for handling malfunctions and 
suspected intrusions and that these procedures are followed 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for information security incident management 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 13.1 and 13.2 in BITS 
 
Does the organization have documented procedures for how users should 
react to; 

A.   Malfunction of information systems? Yes  No  
B.   Suspected intrusion? Yes  No  

 
Does the organization have routines for following up; 

C.   Malfunction of information systems? Yes  No  
D.   Suspected intrusion? Yes  No   

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance (9) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 11 
Name BITS – Business continuity management 

Goal 
“To counteract interruptions to business activities and to protect critical 
business processes from the effects of major failures of information systems 
or disasters and to ensure their timely resumption.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for business continuity management 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 14.1 in BITS 
 

A.   
Have the system owner determined the longest 
estimated time a system can be down before business 
is jeopardized? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

B.   Is there a contingency plan for daily operations that 
includes restart and restore routines? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

C.   
Is there a documented joint contingency plan that is 
harmonized with the individual information system’s 
contingency plans? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

D.   Is there a documented routine for informing about 
disruptions and restarting actions? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

E.   Is this routine communicated to all parties responsible 
for informing about disruptions?  

Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   Is this routine tested? Yes 
 

No 
 

G.   Does this routine include everyone that is directly or 
indirectly dependent on the information system? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

H.   Is there a clarification of what circumstances are 
characterized as a disaster for the organization? 

Yes 
 

No 
  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Top node (1) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 12 
Name BITS – Compliance 
Goal To fulfill the demands BITS has on compliance 
Magnitude and scale Percent of sub nodes that meets their target value 

Formula (Number of sub nodes that meet the target value / total number of sub 
nodes) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 
Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

 

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

Do the following sub nodes have a valid measurement that meets the target 
value? 
 
Compliance with legal requirements Yes  No 
Compliance with security policies and standards, and 
technical compliance Yes  No 

Information system audit considerations Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Top node (1) 

Sub nodes 

BITS – Compliance – Compliance with legal requirements (38) 
BITS – Compliance – Compliance with security policies and standards, and 
technical compliance (39) 
BITS – Compliance – Information system audit considerations (40) 

Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 38 
Name BITS – Compliance – Compliance with legal requirements 

Goal “To avoid breaches of any law, statutory, regulatory or contractual 
obligations, and of any security requirements” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for compliance with legal requirements 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 15.1 in BITS 
 

A.   
Are there procedures for approval and distribution of 
software that ensures compliance with copyright 
regulations? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Does the organization have licenses or other 
agreements for all software and software components 

Yes 
 

No 
 

C.   Are these licenses reviewed on a yearly basis? Yes 
 

No 
 

D.   
Does the review include checking that the license is 
for the correct number of users as well as being 
installed on the correct computers? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

E.   
Are there policies for information systems handling 
public documents specifying how long documents 
should be kept? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

F.   Are public documents processed according to the 
established policy 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

G.   Does the organization have procedures for delivery 
of public documents? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

H.   Are there documented procedures for protection of 
the organization’s register and documents? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

I.   Do these procedures comply with national laws and 
regulations? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

J.   Do these procedures include document identification 
principles? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

K.   Do these procedures include preservation, storing, 
handling and cassation? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

L.   Do these procedures include required storage time? Yes 
 

No 
 

M.   Do these procedures include specific needs for 
protection from loss, destruction or forgery? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

N.   
Are all processing of personal data plus information 
about consent for processing this data taking place 
according to the Personal Data Act? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
External data 
sources  
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Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Compliance (12) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 39 

Name BITS – Compliance – Compliance with security policies and standards, and 
technical compliance 

Goal “To ensure compliance of systems with organizational security policies and 
standards.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for compliance with security policies and 
standards, and technical compliance 

Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 15.2 in BITS 
 

A.   Are internal and external penetration tests being 
performed planed intervals? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
Are managers regularly checking compliance with the following? 

B.   Information security policy Yes  No 
C.   Security instructions for users Yes  No 
D.   Security instructions for administrators Yes  No 
E.   Security instructions for operators Yes  No  

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Compliance (12) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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ID 40 
Name BITS – Compliance – Information system audit considerations 

Goal “To maximize the effectiveness of and to minimize interference to/from the 
information systems audit process.” (SEMA 2006) 

Magnitude and scale Percent of BITS demands met for information system audit considerations 
Formula (Number of questions answered by “yes” / total number of questions) * 100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The questions in this node are related to 15.3 in BITS 
 

A.   
Are the measures used for audit of systems in 
operation planned so that the risk for disruption is 
minimized? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

B.   Is access to audit tools e.g. audit software and data 
files restricted? 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 
 

External data 
sources  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes BITS – Compliance (12) 
Latest revision 2009-03-10 
Update history 2009-03-10 First version of the node 
Motivation  
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Appendix C – Agency specific metrics 
 
ID 1 
Name Information security attitude 
Goal Have positive attitude towards information security 
Magnitude and scale Percentage of sub nodes that fulfill their target 

Formula (Number of sub nodes that meets their target / total number of sub 
nodes)*100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity Six months from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported every six months 
Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

 

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

Do the following sub nodes meet their target value? 
Benefits Yes  No 
Upholding security Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer:  

Reporting format Reporting of this node is done by reporting all of its sub nodes according to 
their reporting format. 

Aggregation nodes  

Sub nodes Information security attitude – Benefits (2) 
Information security attitude – Upholding security (3) 

Latest revision 2009-03-04 
Update history 2009-02-26 Creation of node 

Motivation 
Maintaining a positive attitude towards computer security in the organization 
is important. Employees that see the information security functions as a 
hindrance will more likely take shortcuts around them to save time. 
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ID 2 
Name Information security attitude – Benefits 
Goal See the benefits of information security 
Magnitude and scale Percentage of sub nodes that fulfill their target 

Formula (Number of sub nodes that meets their target / total number of sub 
nodes)*100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity Six months from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported every six months 
Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

 

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

Do the following sub nodes meet their target value? 
Background knowledge Yes  No 
Suggestions Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer:  

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes Information security attitude (1) 

Sub nodes Information security attitude – Benefits – Background knowledge (4) 
Information security attitude – Benefits – Suggestions (5) 

Latest revision 2009-03-04 
Update history 2009-02-26 Creation of node 

Motivation In order for employees to understand why information security is needed they 
must understand and see the benefits of information security. 
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ID 4 
Name Information security attitude – Benefits – Background knowledge 
Goal Have knowledge about the background to the current information security

Magnitude and scale Number of different security routines that a random selection of 
employees states that they think could be changed. 

Formula Number of different routines mentioned for change 

Target Final target: 0 
Current target: 

Validity Six months from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported every six months 

Evidence from external 
data sources 

Ask each of the selected employees:  
“Is there any information security routine that you think should be 
changed? This can be either adding or removing security mechanisms.” 
 
If an employee states one or more such routines they should be recorded 
below 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
From the stated routines above, how many different routines can be 
identified? 

  
External data sources Asking 22  employees selected at random from all levels of the 

organization 

Responsible parties 
Information Owner: Employees selected at random 
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format 
Reporting should consist of a list of the security routines that have been 
suggested for change stating the number of employees that suggested 
change to each routine. 

Aggregation nodes Information security attitude – Benefits (2) 
Latest revision 2009-03-04 
Update history 2009-02-26 Creation of node 

Motivation 

For a security routine to be effective it is important that everyone that is 
affected by it should understand why they must follow it. By asking if 
there are any routines that should be changed knowledge is gained about 
what routines are not fully understood by the employees. Asking 22 
employees gives a 90% chance of finding out things that more than 10% 
of the employees thinks should be changed. 
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ID 5 
Name Information security attitude – Benefits – Suggestions 
Goal Be open to suggestions about improvements of information security 

Magnitude and scale Percent of incoming suggestions about information security that are 
processed. 

Formula (Number of suggestions / number of processed suggestions)*100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity One year from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per year 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

 
Does the organization have a way of submitting 
suggestions concerning information security? Yes  No 

If the organization has a, for the employees, way of submitting general suggestions that can 
handle suggestions concerning information security, this question should be answered by 
“yes”. If the answer to the question is no then the node is considered to not fulfill its target 
and the rest of the questions should be skipped. 
 
How many suggestions about information security were 
received during the last 12 months?  

How many of these suggestions were processed in any 
way, i.e. brought up for discussion at a meeting 
concerning information security? 

 

Note: The suggestion does not have to lead to any change. The question concerns if the 
suggestion was processed at all. 
 

External data 
sources Asking the CIO, CISO or similar role 

Responsible parties 
Information Owner: CIO, CISO or similar role 
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart 
Aggregation nodes Information security attitude – Benefits (2) 
Latest revision 2009-03-04 
Update history 2009-02-26 Creation of node 

Motivation 

Listening to suggestions can help the organization improve information 
security as well as making information security easier to uphold. For this to 
work the employees need to feel that they are listened to when they suggest 
something. 
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ID 3 
Name Information security attitude – Upholding security 
Goal Strive to uphold information security 
Magnitude and scale Percentage of sub nodes that fulfill their target 

Formula (Number of sub nodes that meets their target / total number of sub 
nodes)*100 

Target Final target: 100% 
Current target: 

Validity Six months from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported every six months 
Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

 

External data 
sources  

Evidence from 
lower level nodes 

Do the following sub nodes meet their target value? 
Meetings Yes  No 
Staying updated Yes  No 
Communication Yes  No  

Responsible parties 
Information Owner:  
Information Collector:  
Information Customer:  

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart. 
Aggregation nodes Information security attitude (1) 

Sub nodes 
Information security attitude – Upholding security – Meetings (6) 
Information security attitude – Upholding security –  Staying updated (7) 
Information security attitude – Upholding security –  Communication (8) 

Latest revision 2009-03-04 
Update history 2009-02-26 Creation of node 

Motivation The nodes connected to this node perform some measurements that focus on 
how well the organization tries to uphold security. 
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ID 6 
Name Information security attitude – Upholding security - Meetings 
Goal Bring up information security on meetings 

Magnitude and scale Percent of employees, selected at random, stating that information security 
was discussed or mentioned on the last meeting they attended. 

Formula (Number of employees stating that information security was mentioned / 
total number or asked employees)*100 

Target Final target: 
Current target: 

Validity One month from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per month 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

In the question below, a meeting should have the following properties: 
A meeting should be planed and all participants should know about the 
meeting at least a day before the meeting takes place. 
A meeting should have an agenda or at least a defined topic that should be 
known by all participants at least a day before the meeting takes place. 
The meeting should at least touch either the subject of information handling 
within the organization or the organizations support systems. 
 
How many of the asked employees stated that 
information security was discussed or mentioned during 
the last meeting, as defined above, they attended? 

 
 

External data 
sources Asking 22 randomly selected employees 

Responsible parties 
Information Owner: Employees selected at random 
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as a pie chart and as a line graph displaying how the value varies 
between measurements. 

Aggregation nodes Information security attitude – Upholding security (3) 
Latest revision 2009-03-04 
Update history 2009-02-26 Creation of node 

Motivation 

This metrics is meant to measure how often information security is 
mentioned on meeting where information security could be relevant. The 
purpose of this is to see how often information security is discussed at 
meetings where it could be relevant to discuss it.  
The number of employees that should be asked is set to 22 since this is the 
number that should be asked in other nodes. 
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ID 8 
Name Information security attitude – Upholding security – Staying updated 

Goal Stay up to date on developments in information security that may affect the 
organization 

Magnitude and scale Average time security managers spend on updating themselves about new 
security threats per month. 

Formula Total number of hours spent by managers / number of managers asked 

Target Final target:  
Current target: 

Validity One month from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported once per month 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

 
Number of information security managers participating in 
the measurement.  

 
How many hours do the managers spend on updating themselves about 
information security threats per month? 
 
Write down the number of hours stated by each manager separated by a comma 
 
What is the sum of the number of hours from above?   

External data 
sources Asking information security managers 

Responsible parties 
Information Owner: Information security managers 
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 

Reporting format Presented as line graph displaying how the time spent varies over time, up to 
24 measurements points should be included in this graph. 

Aggregation nodes Information security attitude – Upholding security (3) 
Latest revision 2009-03-04 
Update history 2009-02-26 Creation of node 

Motivation 

In order to be able to confront new security threats, information security 
managers need to have some time to read up on these threats. This metric is 
meant to give a hint of how much time managers actually have each month 
for this activity. 
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ID 9 
Name Information security attitude – Upholding security – Communication 

Goal Have communication channels for information security that reach all 
employees 

Magnitude and scale 
Number of employees from a random selection that do not keep themselves 
updated about changes to information security, either by choice or because 
they do not get any information. 

Formula  Number of employees that does not receive or does not read information 
about information security procedure updates or information security issues 

Target Final target: 0 
Current target: 

Validity Six months from measurement 
Frequency Measured and reported every six months 

Evidence from 
external data 
sources 

The following questions should be asked to the selected employees. 
For each question give the alternatives and write down the number of 
responses for each alternative in the corresponding box 
 
Number of employees that were asked these questions.  
 
Do you know how updates to information security 
procedures or urgent information about security issues 
should be communicated to you? 

Yes  No  

If the answer is “no”, skip the rest of the questions. 
 
Do you have to actively find information about updates to 
information security procedures or security issues, e.g. 
check the internal network or ask security personnel? 

Yes  No  

If the answer is “no”, skip the next question. 
 
When you find such information, either 
when looking for it or by chance, how often 
do you read it? 

Often Rarely  Never  

 
Is information about updates to information security 
procedures or security issues directly sent to you, e.g. 
through e-mail? 

Yes  No 

If the answer is “no”, skip the next question. 
 
When you receive such information how often do 
you read it? 
 

Often Rarely Never 

 
Number of employees that either does not know how the 
updates and issues are communicated or never reads the 
information. 

 
 

External data 
sources Asking 22 employees selected at random 

Responsible parties 
Information Owner: Employees selected at random 
Information Collector:  
Information Customer: 
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Reporting format Presented as a statement that there are employees that do not receive 
information about information security for various reasons. 

Aggregation nodes Information security attitude – Upholding security (3) 
Latest revision 2009-03-04 
Update history 2009-02-26 Creation of node 

Motivation 

This metric is meant to check if there are any employees that can not or does 
not want to receive updates to information security procedures or warnings 
about information security issues. Asking 22 employees gives a 90% chance 
of finding out if more than 10% of the employees do not get information 
about updates and issues. 
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